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ABSTRACT

Parenting Style and Other Familial
Antecedents of Open Mindedness
Among Middle Class Adolescents

(September 1980)

John

H.

M.Ed.

Anderson, Jr.

,

B.A.

Denison University

Ed.D., University of Massachusetts

,

Directed by; Professor Ena

V.

Nuttall

The purpose of this dissertation was to identify

adolescents with personalities characterized by Protean
process and to learn something about what influenced their
personal development.

An ex post facto, quasi-experimental

study was carried out for this purpose.

Protean process, as Robert Jay Lifton describes
it,

was determined to be too rarefied a concept for

empirical study.

Selected self-concept theories suggested

Rokeach’s framework of the open and closed mind to be a
suitable alternative.

Dogmatism Scale

,

Thus, dogmatism, as measured by the

functioned as the dependent variable.

The family was chosen as the locus of developmental

influence to be examined; parenting style, parental rela-

tionship type, maternal versus paternal influence, religion
served
and religiosity, birth order, and sex of participant
VI

.

as independent variables.

Parenting style was assessed by

Roe and Siegelman’s Parent-Child Relationship QuestionnaJj^.

The other independent variables were built from

participants' answers to background questions.

Participants for this study comprised the class of
1979 at two, secondary boarding schools.
all male,

the other, all female.

One school was

There were 131 males

and 53 females in the total group with a mean age of 17.1

years
Two discrete parenting styles were identified from
the literature: highly loving, highly casual and moderately to highly attentive (LCA) and highly rejecting, highly

demanding and moderately to highly attentive (RDA).

It

was hypothesized that LCA parenting would be found in the

backgrounds of open minded adolescents and RDA parenting

would be found in the backgrounds of closed minded adolescents.

fathers.

The results supported these predictions for

Only a trend was discovered for mothers.

Parental dyads that were equalitarian along the

dimensions of consistency of parenting style, education,
occupation, and decision making power (CEOD) were compared
hypothesis that
to those that were not (non-CEOD) with the
parents to have
open minded adolescents would report their
This was not supported. An unhad a CEOD relationship.
that males whose
expected interaction did occur indicating
vii

parents had a CEOD relationsliii)
those whose parents did not.

wot-e

more open minded

tlian

The effect was the opposite

for females.

When all mothers were compared to all fathers, ig-

noring the specified parenting styles of LCA and RDA,

it

was found that mothers far outweighed fathers in their

influence on all levels of dogmatism.

This finding

supported the hypothesis.
Finally, religion and religiosity, birth order and
sex of participant were not found to be significantly re-

lated to open or closed mindedness.

The hypotheses relat-

ing to these variables were therefore rejected.

The results of the study suggest that fathers can

influence the development of open and closed mindedness in
their children by parenting in either of two discrete
styles.

The interpretation was made that with a more

representative group of participants maternal parenting
style would be found to have the same relationship to

dogmatism as paternal parenting style.

Failure to find a

correlation between a CEOD parental relationship and open

mindedness raised the possibility that theoretical speculation about how that kind of marital equality affects children might not be borne out by empirical study.

The finding

the dethat mothers have a greater overall influence on
to
velopment of all levels of dogmatism was interpreted

viii

indicate that child rearing behavici’s which correlate
most
highly with personality characteristics are traditionally

expressed by mothers.

Lastly,

it

was suggested that

religion and religiosity, birth order and sex of participant are variables whose influence on dogmatism cannot be

examined without taking into account such qualifying factors as geographic region and social class.

Implications for the practice of parenting, parent

education and family therapy were discussed.

Also,

several directions for future research were delineated.
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CHAPTER

1

INTRODUCTION

This chapter shall introduce the dissertation by

providing a context for the central problem,

a

statement

of that problem and a design for its investigation, an

overview of the literature review, and

a

delineation of

the research hypotheses.

Background
We live in a society in which change seems to be

the only constant, and where to speak of the accelerated

pace of life or the proliferation of information is almost
to speak in cliches.

In fact, when more and more of yes-

terday's innovations are discovered to be today's old hats,
even the concept of future shock seems outdated.

Yet the

blinding pace at which our society is transforming itself
must not be downplayed.

In this century, we have in-

creased our speed of communication by a factor of 10

7
,

our speed of travel by 10^; our speed of data handling by
10^;

our energy resources by 10^; our power of weapons by

10^;

our ability to control disease by something like 10

10^ times what it
and our rate of population growth by

was a few thousand years ago (Platt, 1969).
1

1

2
,

.

2

Chungos ol such niugnitudo coiUribuLo
to a collective sense that we are rushing out ol a
cotnlortable

because knowable
future.

— past

into an uncertain and chartless

And since there is no let-up in sight, it
is

difficult not to hazard guesses about how we as
individuals and as a society will eventually fare in the
face
of perpetual novelty.

Some believe we will not be able to adapt to rapid
change.

They suggest that our "cave man's brain, a brain

that has not changed much since it was formed" will not
be equal to the task of managing the explosion of stimuli
the future will hold

(

Szent-Gyorgy i

,

1970).

Inundated

with information, the brain's cortical functioning would
become impaired, and as this happened throughout the

society collective catatonia would set in.

Somewhat less

fatalistic, but in the same vein, is the possibility that
we might respond to multiple stimuli with a deadening of

affect and cognition, a "psychic numbing" that would be,
like putting a finger in the dike, an attempt to keep from

being washed away
(Lif ton

,

— in

this case by a sea of information

1967 )

Others are more optimistic about the future of the
species.

They maintain we can create "strategies for

survival" that will allow us to manage change and thus
to shape the future to our advantage (Toffler,

People,

1971).

in this view, will learn to be "instantly intimate.

3

to humanize technology and in general

that

to adopt behaviors

predicated on the inevitability of multiplicity

will be a match for it.

In such a "temporary society,"

contingency would become a virtue as we all learned to
be more opportunistic and self contained (Bennis

1968).

&.

Slater,

This type of future person is nicely portrayed in

a John Cage poem:

We carry our homes

within us

Which enables us to fly.

Whatever the ultimate human response to rapid
change turns out to be, it is a matter for conjecture.
In the meantime,

since rapid change is already altering

our style of living, we can look for emerging response
patterns.

Two such patterns appear to be developing, and

they are consistent with the two long-term possibilities

discussed above.

One is grounded in denial of change and/

or a retreat from it.

The other, acceptant of change,

aduJTibrates a new personal style.

The first response, the one characterized by denial and retreat,

is a troubling one, particularly since it

is so popular.

Watzlawick, Weakland and Fisch (1974)

label it "terrible simplification" because practitioners

excluding
of this approach seek to reduce complexity by
are considering
the confounding aspects of any problem they

with which
They are then left with a piece of the whole

4

to work.

However, solutions generated this way
invari-

ably prpduce still greater complexity because
in time the
excluded elements "come home to roost" leaving
one with a
bigger problem than that which was initially
confronted.
At this juncture,

the difficulties associated with arriv-

ing at some successful resolution have grown
exponentially.

Despite the dangers that come with terrible simplification, it remains a terribly attractive approach
to difficult situations.

After all, what good comes from

acknowledging complexity only to be crushed under its

weight?

In fact, whenever the pace of life has picked up

to the point where people have felt overwhelmed,

this

regressive method of problem solving has been employed.
Ned Lud and his followers saw the mechanization of the

British textile industry as a profound threat to their
way of life.

Their protest, smashing the machines, was

shortsighted and, therefore, ultimately a futile attempt
at a remedy.
I

Later the deracination spawned by World War

lead to the somewhat pathetic solution espoused by the

"lost generation" and the virulent "final solution" of

Nazi Germany.

(Although both these phenomena had other

antecedents, radical change

— with

its concomitant dis-

ruption of the social identity and need to re-establish

equilibrium--was a major factor.)
Hoffer (1951) conceives of the Luddites and others
througliout history who pursued simple solutions as "true

believers.”

Such individuals, disenchanted with the
pre-

sent stat6 of the world, gravitate toward each
othei* and
seek, or produce, a leader.
This leader and the "mass

movement

he/she inspires advance

a

program for solving

existing problems that neglects the subtlety that is at
the heart of any societal dilemma.

Using slogans, rituals

and songs, the mass movement leader whips true belief to
a fever pitch.

At that point the larger society must come

to terms with what it has bred,

and it usually succumbs

to the movement.

Hoffer acknowledges that there have been times,
and will probably be again, when mass movements and true

belief were necessary to rectify injustice and oppression.

More often, however, true belief and its consequence, the
mass movement, have had a pernicious effect because they
spring from terrible simplification, and as such generate
answers to the wrong questions.

Although Hoffer was looking primarily at the past,
we can see that today there is no dearth of similar wrong-

headed solutions.

Sennett (1970) believes the suburbs

are one of them.

He maintains that they are populated

by individuals unable to contend with the continual de-

mands of the polyglot urban environment and affluent
enough to be able to live outside its limits.
set?k to

There they

screen out dissonance and achieve a "purified

identity," one free of any challenge that requires more

6

than superficial personal change.
is a somewliat ethereal conunodity,

Needless to say, purity
and to sustain its

illusion can entail some lorcelul resliaping of experience
of which restrictive zoning is but a modest example.

hind those housing- codes is

a

Be-

psychic re-zoning that is

invested in deflecting anything that might upset its organization.

Sennett, therefore, fears that since much of

what ails our culture surfaces first in the city, remedies
foi’

these ills will elude minds cloistered in the suburbs.

As these minds belong to the powerbrokers

,

the people who

must be insightful if the society is to remain healthy,
he wonders about our collective future.

Another contemporary simplification, one that inhabits suburbs, city and country, is the cult or similar

group that offers some "path to enlightenment."
to TM (many of

From EST

whose adherents are currently paying three

thousand dollars to learn to fly), the opportunities are
legion for abandoning oneself to this type of solution.

The recent mass suicide of Jonestown graphically illustrates where this path can end.
At this point,

having considered in some detail

rapid
the reductionist solution to problems brought on by

change,

the other solution cited earlier which seeks to

creatively confront change will be examined.

It is quite

from
embryonic, and must be culled, in bits and pieces,
the writings of a number of theorists.

One of them is

7
beiiiitjtt,

u

1

roiidy disoiissod

in

rt'

1

ii t

i

t)ii

of those who seek a purified identity.

time when the retreat to

tiie

his criticism

lie

foresees a

suburbs will be reversed as

scarce resources lorce people to live
proximity.

Li)

ay;ain

in close

The cities will thus be renewed, and will be

more diverse than ever because of the accelerated pace of
change.

In response,

individuals will adopt

a

more fluid

personal style, one that once might have been labeled
role confusion but then will be regarded as

adaptation.

a

healthy

Mead (1970) believes that nunpant change

will create a situation where adults will be iimiiigrants
in the "land of the young."

As a result, she envisions

the evolution of a new kind of fiunily in which parents will

retain the role of providing support and love while children, especially upon reaching adolescence, will take on
a

new role,

that of family teacher.

Wise in the ways of

the changing world, a world their parents "never knew,"

they will bring the culture back to the family.
it

Finally,

is Robert Jay Lifton who presents the most optimistic

and,

not coincidentally, most provocative position about

how we will learn to cope with rapid change.

Lifton (1967, 1973, 1974), as was Sennett, is

interested in identity.

He draws on Erikson and others

through
when he maintains that we understand ourselves

a

the
process that incorporates the past, proceeds through
It is a process in
present and projects into the future.

dominant culture

thus

•

n-'i

1

^

in a Shared group
identity.

the process is losing

However

Us vaUdUy

’

iUentUy
1^11
hirtou
ton

g.-ounU

ar
argues

because we have

entire intricate web
of images
•^bes, iituals.
ritu-n^ institutions
and
material objects that
make up Courl culture’'
(1973, p.

84).

That "web" was the
context for naming
ourselves,
and without it we
cannot.

Llfton attributes the
loss of our cultural
legitimacy to rapid change.
symbols and
institutiCns^of*^a^societ^^^^^
guidelines? a prLc?ibe^^?f^^''^°°"’^°''“"e
““f i"ternal experien?! 1?

psychological legufm?cr'a973^''py 847''

Finding the rug to have been
pulled out from under us, we
must find new ways to "name
and interpret" who we are.
Since Llfton does not foresee
a return to any kind of
£:tability,

he proposes a rather radical
new way of

achieving identity: "Protean process."
Proteus, a figure in Greek mythology, was
renowned
for his capacity to take on any shape
and the latest of

these IS as Lifton's paragon.

The talent of Proteus is

held up as especially suited for a society that
is itself

Piotean;

it

represents a style of self definition especi-

9

ally suitable for our time,

The Protean style of self-process is characterized
by an interminable series of experiments and explorations, some shallow, some profound, each of
which can readily be abandoned in favor of still
new, psychological quests. (1967, p. 44)
and

Just as elements of the self can be experimented
with and readily altered, so can idea systems and
ideologies be embraced, modified, let go of and
reembraced, all with a new ease that stands in
sharp contrast to the inner struggles we have in
(1967,
the past associated with these shifts.
p.

53)

By this sort of continuous re-creation of the self, psy-

chic numbing will be avoided.

"Omniattent ive

and

poly-

morphous versatile," the Protean individual would flourish
rather than flounder in a climate of flux.

Lifton closes

his discussion of Protean personality by stating that

many of today's adolescents possess the qualities that

characterize this style of the future.
Statement of the Problem

Lifton

's

provocative theory both identifies the

contend with
kind of personaliiy that can productively
to be developing
rapid change, Protean, and those who seem
However, his
this capacity, contemporary adolescents.

questions unstatements are very broad and leave many
up under the
For instance, can the ego hold
Is it possible for
strain of continual self re-creation?
found
its communal roots and
an entire generation to shed

answered.

10
a new culture?

When does Protean process

becoriui

a rationalization for the failure to I'esolve

cent identity crisis?

tlie

merely
adoles-

These are large questions which

can, perhaps, only be answered by the passage ol
time.

Other, more manageable, questions remain though, and it
is one of these that served as the problem this disser-

tation examined: How are adolescents with Proteam qualities identified and what in their developmental history

influenced the evolution of this unique, process-oriented,
personal style?
Investigating the problem just stated necessitated
that the abstraction. Protean process, be more thoroughly

defined and then, since an experimental study was envisioned, operationalized.

By concentrating on the attri-

butes that are central to Lif ton's idea (flexibility, a
high tolerance for ambiguity and unusual receptivity),
an interpretation of Protean process emerged that drew on

what a number of existing personality theories, particularly self-concept theory, had to offer in regard to these
issues.

modification, Rokeach

mind could be used.
strument,

it was decided that,

As a result,
'

s

with some

framework of the open and closed

That decision also provided an in-

the Dogmatism Scale

,

to use to identify parti-

cipants for the experimental study.

The literature that

undergirds the dissertation's view of Protean process is
reviewed in the first part of Chapter

>

II.

11

Next,

it

was necessary lo

mental factors to investigate.

IL

clel,oi*niin<i

wlial

develop-

was concluded that the

family, the matrix of identity, being the most influen-

tial agency of socialization, was a proper focus.

The

familial variables of parenting style, birth order, sex
and religion were selected for study.

Chapter
ature

II

The second part of

contains a review of pertinent family liter-

.

Finally, a quasi-exper imental

,

ex post facto study

was designed using Dogmatism Scale scores as the dependent

variable and the familial factors mentioned above as the
independent variables.

Research related to this study is

reviewed in the third part of Chapter II, and the study
itself is presented in Chapter III.

Research Questions and Hypotheses
The following questions were posed to direct the

experimental component the dissertation:
1.

Are different parenting styles related to open

and closed mindedness?
2.

more inIs the parenting provided by mother

development
fluential than that provided by father in the
of open and closed mindedness?

religion and
Are the major familial factors of
related to open and
religiosity, birth order and sex roles
3.

closed mindedness?

I

.

12

Seven hypotheses wore derived Irom these
(luestions.

Hypothesis

I

Adolescents who report their fathers

:

to have been highly loving,

highly casual and moderately

to highly attentive will be open minded wlien compared
to

adolescents who report their fathers to have been highly
rejecting, highly demanding and moderately to highly

attentive who will be closed minded.
Hypothesis

I

Adolescents who report their mothers

:

to have been highly loving, highly casual and moderately
to highly attentive will be open minded when compared to

adolescents who report their mothers to have been highly
rejecting, highly demanding and moderately to highly

attentive

v/ho

will be closed minded.

Hypothesis III

:

Adolescents who report their

parents to have had a relationship which was essentially
equal along the dimensions of consistency of parental
behavior, education, occupation, and decision making

power will be more open minded than adolescents who report their parents' relationship did not have this quality.

Hypothesis IV

The parenting style of mother will

:

outweigh that of father in relation to open and closed

mindedness
Hypothesis V

Religion and religiosity will be

:

positively related to closed mindedness in adolescents.
Hypothesis VI

:

Birth order will be related to open

.

13

and closed mindedness in adolescents;

Jirsl borns will

be more closed minded than middle and last borns; last

borns will be more open minded than middle and first

borns

Hypothesis VII

:

Adolescent males will be more

closed minded than adolescent females.
Chapter IV presents the results of the testing of

these hypotheses, and in Chapter V are the conclusions
drawn from these results.
S ignificance of

the Study

Lifton suggests we are confronted with a critical
choice: to create a "New History" or face a "shared

innihilat ion

.

"

The creation of a new history will only

come with the advent of a collective ability to imagina-

tively respond to cultural fluidity.

The parenting prac-

tices this dissertation identifies, those associated with

open mindedness, should help shape the development of

individuals with this capacity.
it
This dissertation is also significant because

it in the
takes the concept of Protean style and places
This should
context of existing theories of personality.

help to both legitimize Lifton

's

idea and to allow dis-

thinking about
cussion of it to be grounded in previous

intra-personal

dyniuiiics.

14

Limitations o

1'

the Study

Corresponding to its conceptual and research components, this dissertation has two sources of limitation:

theoretical and methodological.
The theoretical limitation might also be called
a

question of choice.

This dissertation will examine open

mindedness on the assumption that

it

is a meaningful

measure of an individual's ability to adapt well to
rapidly changing environment.

a

Other measures of adapti-

bility, such as good problem solving skills, are thereby

neglected.

The first part of the literature review, by

establishing the overarching importance of open mindedness

within the personality, shall provide the rationale for
the choice of this concept over others.

There are four methodological limitations of this
dissertation.

The participants came from elite, private

larger peer
schools and are not representative of their
group.

Generalizability of the findings

is,

therefore,

Parenting data was obtained from retrospecaccuracy of response
tive self-reports so the degree of
the study is ex post
could be questioned. The design of
As a result, it cannot be
facto and non-longitudinal.
influential than those
known if other variables were more
altered over time.
studied or if the results would be

restricted.

as the locus of
Finally, by choosing the family
of socialization do
gatlon, other important agencies

get considered.

CHAP

T P

ll

1

1

REVIEW OE THE LITERATURE

The study to be reported iu this dissertation

draws on several bodies of literature.

chapter is divided into three parts.

Hence,

this

The first part

focuses on selected theories of personality, and pays

special attention to how they treat the issue of personal change.

The second part considers parenting and other

familial influences on the emerging person which culminate in the consolidation of late adolescence.

The third

part is a report of research closely related to the

dissertation study.
Change and the Personality
That people change is a given; what forces, internal or external

,

prompt and give form to personal

by
change is a matter of speculation, and one addressed
No theory, however, accounts
all theories of personality.

implicit in
for the kind of perpetual and radical change
process
A conceptualization of Protean
Protean process.
parts of
therefore, either be built upon selected
of understanding
existing theories or come from a new way

must,

the person.

it is not
The position taken here is that

16

17

necessary to do

tlie

latter,

Lo

n'builL the wheel,

b(.‘cause

the theoretical basis of Protean pi'cjcess is already

accessible in the literature.

Perspectives from humanistic psychology

.

Humanistic or

"third force" psychology has advanced a concept of the

person that relies heavily on change, and conceives of it
as a continuum running from growtli to stagnation.

Think-

ers from this orientation have rejected the behavioral

and psychoanalytic notion that individuals seek to reach
a

quiescent state of reduced tension.

To the contrary,

humanists maintain that a "growth principle" inheres within the self and that,

if not

ial or cultural forces,

subverted by untoward famil-

individuals will look for exper-

potential
iences that allow more and more of their innate
to be actuated.

This viev/ also holds that "the ultimate

for all
creative capacity of the human brain may be,

practical purposes, infinite" (Otto, 1969).
•

Thus, it is

see the rich context
easy to imagine that humanists might
arena for our
produced by rapid change as a perfect

Lifton's term,
species to realize its full or, to use

Protean capacity.
the humanistic stance
A fuller understanding of

closely at some of the
can be gained by looking more
position.
psychologists who espouse this
places the desire
carl Rogers (1961, 1964, 1973)
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"to be the self which one truly is" at the center of

his theoretical system.

Tliat

which is postulated" (1973,

p.

impulse is
132).

"tlie

only motive

Rogers continues by

designating the self actualizer or "fully functioning"
person as one who has moved away from role playing facades,
oughts, meeting expectations and pleasing others.

Instead,

there is movement toward self-direction, process, complexity, openness to experience, acceptance of others and
trust of self.

Abraham Maslow (1954, 1960, 1968a, 1968b) has

developed a "psychology of being" grounded in the premise
that the human organism is oriented toward growth.

person possesses an "instinctoid intrinsic

.

.

.

The

inner

core" incorporating a hierarchy of needs, the highest of

which is the need to be what "we can be," to actualize
our self (1954, p. 75).

Maslow cautions, however, that

self actualization is not a given, because "extra psychic

determinants (culture, family, environment, learning,
/

growth
etc. )" can conspire to suppress or overcome our

motivation (1968a, pp. 190-191).

Every individual must,

Real
therefore, be helped to "discover his Identity, his
Self,

in a word,

his own subjective biology, which he can

to choose"
then proceed to actualize, to make himself,

(1968b, p. 688).

number of
Within the humanistic movement are a
quali_t^ of self
thinkers who concentrate on the process
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actualization, and who have,

tliort;

tial/phenomenological bias.

Iloilo May

1

re

,

a

sLi-ont;

existen-

(19G0), Eugene

Gendlin (1973), Viktor Frankl (1959), and J.F.T. Uugental
(1963,

1965) share the assumption that "existence pre-

cedes essence," Sartre's existential precei)t.

Lite is

seen as a creative process in which individuals take

responsibility for their actions while seeking personal
understanding.

Frankl sums up this point ot view:

One should not search for an abstract meaning of
Everyone has his own specific vocation or
life.
mission in life; everyone must carry out a conIn a
crete assignment that demands fulfillment.
word, each man is questioned by life; and he can
only answer to life by answering for his own life;
to life he can only respond by being responsible.
(1959, p.

172)

The centrality within humanistic psychology of
the concept of self and the need tor its actualization

should be clear from even this brief overview.
put,

Simply

one’s inherent
to actualize the self is to be true to

nature.

indiThe question must then arise, how does an

vidual arrive at an actualized state?

The humanists

their own exresponse is varied; some like Frankl cite
people he considers
perience; Maslow identifies exemplars,
address the question more
to be self actualizers; others

generally.

turn on the
All responses though eventually

adaptation.
distinction between adjustment and
humanists, is the
Adjustment, according to the
Individual copes with society's
normal manner in which an

:
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demands.

It

is a downward spiral,

one's integrity is constantly

prot; lajssi vo

cornproini

in

that

sod to the point

of deeply suppressing the true self.

The normal adjustment of the average, common sense,
well-adjusted man implies a continued successful
rejection of much of the depths of human nature,
both conative and cognitive. To adjust well to
the world of reality means a splitting of the
It means that the person turns his back
person.
But
on much in himself because it is dangerous.
it is now clear that by so doing, he loses a great
deal too, for these depths are also the cause of
all his joys, his ability to play, to love, to
laugh, and, most important for us, to be creative.
By protecting himself against the hell within
himself, he also cuts himself off from the heaven
within. (Maslow, 1968a, p. 142)

Suppression or loss of contact with the true self
saps the individual's confidence; it also deprives him/
her of inwardly derived growth motivation.

Bereft of

these supports, he/she seeks to maintain the status quo,
a safe equilibrium.

This attempt takes the form of "self

idealization" or the construction of a "false self system"
(Laing,

1965).

It is a precarious base,

and rigid in character.

grounded in fear

New and unusual events, insights

possess the poand encounters are shunned because they
balance. The
tential to upset the carefully achieved
result is diminwhole process is one of retreat, and the
space" (Lewin 1935)
ished living and a "shrinking of life
offers an
Lisa Alther, in her novel Kinflicks (1975),

example
and considerate.
Ira-^ Oh he's very kind and decent
very well.
them
does
Ilf lovef trnsh aL hunt and

—

'

.
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In fact, everything, he does, he's accusLoiiied Lo
doing well.
He's quite attractive,
suppose
sort of dark and muscled and higli-st rung— looking
He sells insurance and snow muclunes and makes a
fair amount of money at it.
He’s very organized
and dependable
That's why I hate him.'
i

.

.

.

Hawk sighed and nodded sadly and said, 'Yes, I
know what you mean. Order achieved by exclusion,
rather than order achieved through combating and
subduing the chaos.'
nodded, pleased to have
I
the issue spelled out so succinctly for me by
this stranger.
'It's too bad, though.'
'Yes,

it

makes me very sad.'

'And you're thinking about splitting?'

think he'll probably put a bullet through my
head f irst
'I

.

'These pleasant orderly types are the ones who do
that sort of thing, you know,' he cautioned me.
'One day the chaos we've so resolutely lopped off
unexpectedly rears its ugly head, and we're done
We've developed no defenses against it.'
for.
noted with interest his use of the collective
I
'we' and wondered if it was a gesture of generosity or if he was speaking from personal experience.
Of all the casualties of adjustment, perhaps the

most regretable is the loss of spontaneity.

Since fear

individual
and distrust will not allow open expression, the

can never just act.

First, he must check out what is

safe, what "should" be done.

It is as if the ossified

1948).
self is a map that can be consulted (Raimy,

proAdaptation, on the other hand, is the arduous

integrity while
cess by which the individual maintains

living within the society.

Resisting pressures to "settle'

identity, the person seeks
on one or another sanctioned
Bucking the
true self.
to follow the dictates of his
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societal tide requires a special kind
the "courage to be

iji

spite

ol

that

ol'

wliicli

the self from affirming itself" (Tillich,
In command of such courage,

it

ccjui’a^’je;

is

tends to pi’event
1952,

p.

32).

the fully functioning indi-

vidual meets his/her needs in innovative and creative
ways, and lives not within society but alongside it as an

equal partner.

Practically every serious description of the
"authentic person" extant implies that such a person, by virtue of what he has become, assumes a
new relation to his society and, indeed, to society
He not only transcends himself in
in general.
various ways; he also transcends his culture.
(Maslow,

1960,

p.

52)

Bugental (1965) labels this sort of individual "emergent
man"; Rogers (1974) speaks of "the person of tomorrow";

Maslow (1968a) looks for "peak exper iencers

.

"

Common

to each is the upward spiral of open stance living

open-

ness to experience.
has
A major criticism of the humanistic position
the
been that it simplifies a complex process, that while

intent is good, the resulting theory is weak.

The cen-

growth printral concepts of self-actualization and the
at worst,
ciple are viewed as, at best, too vague and,
analysis.
mystical— and thereby unavailable for critical

Smith (1976),

in describing Maslow,

raises questions that

humanists.
pertain equally well to almost all the

He's an attrac
refrigerators
into.

He encoi
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wishfully about matters that ai'o really
very hard
According to Maslow, you plant tlie acorn
and
you water it, and it flowers into a tree’,
and the
process of human growth is supposed to be
the
same.
i don't believe it
his basic
metaphors and assumptions were actually more
biological than humanistic, and there's a big
difference between an organism and a human being
I
kept asking myself what self is going to
be actualized? ( pp 76-77)
.

.

.

•

.

.

.

.

.

Although humanistic psychology suffers from a

certain vagueness of theory,

it

is important that one not

throw the baby out with the bath water and dismiss everything that proceeds from this orientation because it lacks

over-all integrity.

Self-actualization, and its implica-

tions for full realization of human potential, has great

validity and widespread attraction.

Indeed, theorists

from other orientations have also identified this human

tendency and addressed its importance.
(1950) stated,

Fromm-Reichman

"In the classical psychoanalytic literature,

insufficient attention has been given so far to the concept of self realization as a great source,

...

greatest source of human fulfillment

if not the
a

practical

psychotherapeutic goal of paramount importance" (pp. 3435).

And Goldstein (1956), in considering the role of

instinctual drives in personality development, concludes,
"We have to assume only one drive
(p.

17).

He continues,

.

.

.

self actualization"

"when there is, for self-realization,

the necessity to fulfill another need, then even physio-

logical needs may not come to the fore" (p. 24),

The
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review will now Lurn to another non-humanist who embraces
the principle oi sel f-i-eal izat ion and wiioso thinking con-

tributes to a theory of personality

tliat

can explain

Protean process.
Karen Homey

Homey

.

(1937,

1950) notes that every per-

sonality is characterized by the inclination toward "self

realization," the actualizing of the "real self

.

.

.

that central inner force, common to all human beings and
yet unique in each, which is the deep source of growth"
(1950,

p.

17).

However, life is fraught with circumstances

that detour such self realization.

Through a variety of adverse influences, a child
may not be permitted to grow according to his
individual needs and possibilities. When summarized, they all boil down to the fact that the
people in the environment are too wrapped up in
their own neuroses to be able to love the child,
or even to conceive of him as the particular individual he is; their attitudes toward him are
determined by their own neurotic needs and responses
As a result, the child does not develop a
feeling of belonging, of "we," but instead a
profound insecurity and vague apprehensiveness
It is
for which I use the term basic anxiety
in a
helpless
and
isolated
his feeling of being
The
hostile.
potentially
world conceived as
cramping pressure of his basic anxiety prevents
the child from relating to others with the
spontaneity of his real feelings, and forces
him to find ways to cope with them. (1950, p. 18)
.

.

Homey goes

"solu
on to delineate the various responses or

posed by
tions" that evolve as a result of the threat
These maladaptive solutions are, in efbasic anxiety.
fect,

character (e.g.,
self conceptions of a particular

.
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self-effacing-,

love,

resignation and

niaslei-y)

in common a rigidity and an animating pride.

which have
Individuals

choosing these solutions develop an "idealized self" that
must be advanced at all costs;

they become "tyrannized by

the should."

Eventually the individual may come to identify
himself with his idealized image. Then it does
not remain a visionary image which he secretly
cherishes; imperceptibly he becomes this image:
the idealized image becomes an idealized self
And this idealized self becomes more real to him
than his real self, not primarily because it is
more appealing but because it answers all his
Self-idealization, in its
stringent needs
various aspects, is what I suggest calling a
a solucomprehensive neurotic solut ion --i e
tion not only for a particular conflict but one
that implicitly promises to satisfy all the
inner needs that have arisen in an individual at
Moreover, it promises not only a
a given time.
riddance from his painful and unbearable feelings,
but in addition an ultimately mysterious fulfillment of himself and his life. No wonder, then,
that when he believes he has found such a solution
No wonder that, to
he clings to it for dear life.
use a good psychiatric term, it becomes compulsive
.

.

.

.

.

(1950, p.

.

,

23)

solution.
The adoption of a comprehensive neurotic

expense of
compulsively advanced, is clearly done at the
Experience
openness to change or any kind of flexibility.
lense of the idealized
is filtered through the distorted
self.

the data of
Therefore, the person either warps
it
amenable to reshaping, ignores

living or,

if

it

is not

mechanisms of denial,
(employing all the familiar defense
Obviously, the personality
repression, projection, etc.).
types

Homey describes

an enare immensely unsuited for

vironnient whore flux and lunbiguLl.y are regnant.
it would be tlieir inverse,

toward sel’f-i-ealizat ion,

IlaLlier,

the i)ersonality struggling

tliat

would luncaion well.

Homey 's

writing, unfortunately, is devoid of a detailed description of that sort of person.

Homey

'

s

theory raises questions about the role

cognition must play in developing an idealized self image,
and the role it would play in the evolution of a personality characterized by growth.

Neurotic solutions are, it

seems, really conceptions of the self grounded in some

rudimentary pei’sonal descriptors or constructs.

As the

idealized self-concept hypertrophies, these foundation

constructs become elaborated and differentiated as well
as augmented.

Following this line of reasoning, the next

section will consider self-concept theories, and particuand
larly those that focus on the interface of cognition

self understanding.

Self-concept theory

.

William James (1910) conceived of the

an "extended
self as an object of knowledge that had
physical
This extended self transcended the
quality.
of an individual's
body to include everything in the arena
Thus, one
existence with which he/she felt a kinship.
and a spiritual
has a material "me," a social "me,"
happens to people or
Self-esteem is influenced by what

"me's."
things identified with any of these

Although
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(i

i

1

f ©I'Gn t i ti t od

,

Juincs hold

thtii’o

unity of self which accountod

toi‘

uIsd tjxislod an ossontiul
ct)nsistcfncy ot

behavior

and feelings.

Sullivan (1953) stressed the importance of "significant others" in the establishment of a self concept
as well as the central influence of the need for security

manifested as self respect or self esteem.

Interacting

with others, the growing child seeks to allay the anxiety
Personality development

that can come from disapproval.

can be described as the evolution of the self and its

defensive maneuvers.
Allport (1955, 1961) substituted the term "proprium" for that of self believing the latter to have become somewhat hackneyed.

The proprium, "all the regions

of our life that we regard as peculiarly ours," is

distinguished by; (a) a bodily sense, (b) an awareness
of self identity over time,

(c) ego-enhancement,

(d) ego-

things and
extension, the identification of the self with
(f) selfpeople beyond the body, (e) rational process,

image,

the self as an object of knowledge,

knower, and (h) propriate striving.

(g) self as

In regard to the last

organism is in a state
attribute, Allport states that the
Personality is "less
"
of constant process, or "becoming
.

transitive process.
a finished product than a
has some stable features,

it

While it

continis at the same time

ually undergoing change" (1951,

p.

19).
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Rogers, treated earlier in the discussion of

humanistic psychology, has written extensively about the
nature of the self.

It

will be remembered that Rogers

views the individual as a "self" actualize!', the self

being an organized, conceptual pattern of personal

characteristics and values that one is aware of possessing and over which one has control.

Growth, or actual-

ization, or this self-concept is a natural tendency as is

the need to protect it from disorganization.

Figure

1

is a schematic representation of Roger's personality

theory.

Area

I

is the portion of the phenomenal field in

which the self and self-in-relationship is in accord with
the evidence garnered by sensory and visceral experience.

Area II is that portion of the field containing distorted
social or other experience as perceived or symbolized by
the individual

— the

"shoulds," "oughts," etc. that are

defensively adopted.

Area III is the portion of the

so
field holding denied sensory or visceral experience,

the
denied because these data are inconsistent with

structure of the self.

According to Rogers, each indivi-

dual must strive to expand Area

I

so that there exists a

experience.
more complete congruence of self and
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Figure

1,

Rogers'

total personality.

Ellis (1977) has developed a psychotherapeutic

technique that implies a self-system similar to those
that have been described.

He assumes individuals devel-

op a complexity of "beliefs"
ior and feelings.

that control their behav-

That is, how we interpret an event, and

what we subsequently do and feel as a result of it, are

functions of our belief system.

Since beliefs are only

approximations of reality, they are subject to distortion.
Ellis believes it is just such distortion, and the dysat the
functional behavior and emotions produced, that is

root of psychopathology.

Rather than give up an irra-

the common
tional belief, people resort to anyone of
psychological
symptom constellations characteristic of
interAlthough Ellis does not seem very much
distress.
or self-system,
ested in what the kind of belief system,
would seem he is proposing,
he implies might look like, it
has self pieservation
as was Sullivan, a system that
defensive maneuvers to ward
its core and thus engages in

esteem.
off threats and maintain self

.
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Epstein

(

1973

),

whoso ideas will be dealt with in

greater detail later, offers

self-concept theory.

a

developmental overview of

Furthermore, he generates seven

summary statements describing the characteristics his-

torically attributed to the self-concept.
1.

It is a subsystem of internally consistent,

hierarchally organized concepts contained within
a broader conceptual system.
It contains different empirical selves, such
as a body self, a spiritual self, and a social

2.

self
5.
It is a dynamic organization that changes with
It appears to seek out change and
experience.
exhibits a tendency to assimilate increasing
3.

amounts of information, thereby manifesting something like a growth principle ... it is more
6.
than integrated.
integrative
4.

It develops out of experience, particularly

out of social interactions with significant others.
It is essential for the functioning of the

individual that the organization of the selfconcept be maintained. When the organization is
threatened, the individual experiences anxiety,
and attempts to defend himself against threat.
mounts
If the defense is unsuccessful, stress
disorganizaand is followed ultimately by total
tion
which
There is a basic need for self-esteem an
self-system,
the
relates to all aspects of
all others needs
in comparison to which, almost
are subordinate.
.

,

basic
The self-concept has at least two
of exdata
the
First, it organizes
functions.
so
involving
nerience particularly experience
cial interaction, into
Second, the self-concep
action and reaction.
needs w
facilitates attempts to fulfill
avoiding disapproval and anxiety. (Ptheory to the position
Having brought self-concept

7
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outlined

iibove,

liii^stein

iiclvLinces

is one that is especially useful

a

theofy of his own.

loi*

It

understanding Protean

process, and hence will now be offered in some detail.
Also, the related thinking of two otlier men, Kelly and

Rokeach, whose ideas are similarly valuable for their

contribution to an udners tandi ng' of the self as

a concep-

tual system with Protean potential, will be scrutinized.
In all

three cases,

the theory will first be presented

and then its view of change will be discussed.

Seymour Epstein

Epstein (1973, 1976, 1978) begins by

.

reminding us that the human mind operates in such
as to conceptualize and organize experience.

connections between events and develops
to higher order constructs,

a

It makes

system of lower

differentiated and integrated,

that coalesce into a way of framing reality.
thus made out of chaos.

a way

Order is

Epstein, therefore, asserts that

the self-concept, as thought of to the present, is really
a self-theory

.

It is a theory that the individual has unwittingly constructed about himself as an experiencing,
functioning individual, and it is part of a broadire
theory which he holds with respect to his en

er

Accordingly,
range of significant experience.
for the nature o
systems
postulate
there are major
and for thei _
the world, for the nature of the self
interaction (1973, p. 407)
,

.

identifies
Expanding on this initial premise, Epstein

designed to accomplish:
three purposes the self-theory is
(a)

experience,
the assimilation of the data of

(b)

the

.
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Discussing th© major purposes of a self-theory,
Epstein makes the assumption, a fairly sound one, that
human beings and other higher order animals seek, in

making sense out of their world, to maximize pleasure and
avoid pain.

A growing self-system,

in addition to learning

to distinguish between "me" and "not-me," must be recon-

ciled to the fact that immediate pleasure must sometimes
by delayed in the interest of long-term pleasure.

For

example, the child must negotiate the perilous ground of

getting his/her needs met without sacrificing the approval
of others and eventually self approval--as others' eval-

uations are introjected as self-esteem.

In regard to the

latter point, Epstein suggests that with increasing

maturity, maintaining self-esteem becomes more important
in determining

tlie

pleasure/pain balance than physical

gratification and pain.
carries
A person with high self-esteem, in effect,
within him a loving parent who is tolerant of his

^
failures and appreciative of his successes.
able
person has an optimistic view of life, and is
withou
stress
external
of
to tolerate a great deal
a
becoming excessively anxious ... In contrast,
a
him
within
carries
person with low self-esteem
o
disapproving parent who is harshly critical
pleasure
short-lived
failures and registers only
when he succeeds. (1978, p. 44)
the self-system.
Self-esteem becomes a core construct of
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a

major influence on

liow

the individual approaches ex-

perience and how new constructs are established.
It must be recognized that in addition to the

three purposes previously delineated, the self-theory is
also organized to maintain itself.

In a sense self-

maintenance is an underlying principle because

if

a break-

down in the conceptual system were to occur, the other

purposes could not be fulfilled.
Labeling the self-concept a self-theory allows

Epstein to propose that the adequacy of an individual's
adjustment can be determined by evaluating the adequacy
of his/her theory.

And,

like any theory, a self-system

can be rated in terms of extensivity, parsimony, empirical validity,

consistency, testability, and usefulness.

Before turning to Epstein's views on the subject
of growth and change within the personality, the impor-

tant role he attributes to emotions must be noted.
royal
Epstein paraphrases Freud and calls emotions "the

road to the self-theory" (1976,

p.

189).

He opines that

(allying himbehind every emotion is a hidden cognition

self with Ellis in that regard).

interpretation that
To feel fear one must make the
like to escape.
he is being threatened and would
has made the
To feel anger, it is likely that one
and
interpretation that someone has harmed
p
should be punished. Depression usually
necessary
something
the interpretation that
one's happiness will never be
by attending to a person's
about his
important information can be gained
cognitions. (1976, p. 189)

34
A

more general procedure for ferreting out an individual's

self-concepts is to identify the situations that evoke
emotional responses.
For an event to arouse an emotion, it must implicate a postulate of significance to the person.
The intensity of the emotional response can be
used as a barometer of the significance of an
event for the individual's underlying postulate
system. (1976, p. 189)
In summary,

for an individual's behavior to be understood,
and the

it is necessary to reconstruct his self-theory,

way to do that is to systematically study what kind of

experiences evoke emotions, what those emotions are and
hov/

intense is the evocation.
To discuss personal change within the context of

Epstein's paradigm is to discuss the difference between
a "good" and a "bad" self-theory.

A good or robust

theory is marked by high ratings in extensivity

,

parsimony,

empirical validity, internal consistency, testability,
Its outstanding characteristic is the

and usefulness.

to
ability to assimilate new data without resorting

immobilizing defensive maneuvers.
a theory evolves,

To understand how such

that higher
it is necessary to recognize

"flavor" the enpostulates are the most important; they
consistency. These high
tire self-theory and provide

early in life
order postulates are perforce developed
early experience in shap
which affirms the importance of
ing character.

as "I am a
Thus, a core postulate such
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worthy, competont person" is indicative oi the establish-

ment of basic

ti'ust

.

It

predisposes the development of

a self-tlieory open to assimilating new experience.

"I

am competent" and similar basic postulates "embue the

self-theory with stability and flexibility at the same
These must be supplemented by less general postu-

time.

lates that add specificity and directness to the system

and that can be invalidated without significant conse-

quences to the organization of the system" (1976,
In a good system,

p.

193).

this will happen.

No matter how robust a self-theory, however, it
is not impervious to threat--as is obvious by thinking of

the occasional behavior of even the most "healthy" person.

Daily experience often presents us with discordant information.

The self-theory apprehending raw data passes it

through lower order postulates and finds that, to be
assimilated, some change in conceptual organization must
take place.

A dilemma is thereby posed:

to process the

new material or to employ defense mechanisms to pass it
off.

Anxiety mounts at this point, and this anxiety sig-

Gendlin
nals the kind of "existential moment" May (1960),
with the
(1973) and others describe; a moment pregnant

opportunity for growth.

Therefore, Epstein can state:

conThe individual is faced with an interesting
selfflict with respect to the growth of his
experiences,
If he exposes himself to new
theory.
will be
or to new awareness about himself, he
However,
anxiety.
threatened and experience
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should he succeed in ussiini aLi n^i the new material
he will be rewarded with a reduct. i(jn in anxiety
and with feelings of exhi 1 arat icjn
Moreover, his
self-system will become less vuinerabie to tiireat
than it previously was, as he will be better able
to cope with new experiences.
T hus, the indiv idual is caught in a conflict between avoiding
anxiety, and thereby not growing, an d facing
anxiety, and thereby growing (1978, p. 49)
(Underlining mine.)
1

.

.

The type of growth that ensues from one of these encounters with new data can be profound as change ripples up
the conceptual hierarchy; lower order postulates shift,

necessitating adjustment on up the ladder.
At times,
a

however, the individual is faced with

situation where the new data that is presented seem

overwhelming.

Perhaps too many lower order postulates

are being challenged or, even more disconcerting, a high
At this point the de-

order postulate is under seige.

fense system is actuated to protect the integrity of the
self.

Yet, Epstein believes that if the self-theory

"retroactive
is solid, growth is still possible through

mastery of overstimulation" (1975,

p.

40).

Gradually,

defenses are dropped and progressively less alarming
stimuli are allowed into awareness.

Eventually the en-

tire experience is assimilated in this way
the
Defenses used in the service of facilitating
viewed
be
can
natural process of mastery of stress
as adaptive, or normal
^nalization
of rationalization,
not whether the defense consists
denial, or projection, but whether it
^
individual to cope with a limited
g^ed
relinquishe
gradually
at a time, and whether it is
9)
as mastery progresses. (1975, p.
•

•

•

•
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Epstein notes the similarity oi this i^rocess to what
Freud called the "repetition compulsion" and what Pavlov
called "transmarginal inhibition."
Now, what of the "bad" self-theory, how does it

respond to the types of situations that have been described?

Like the good one, the bad theory seeks to

assimilate new data.

However, unlike a good theory, a

bad one does not exhibit the attributes of extensivity,
parsimony, empirical validity, internal consistency,
testability, and usefulness.

Furthermore, core postulates

tend to be characterized by negative self-evaluations or,
as

Homey suggested, comprehensive solutions grounded

in

self-idealization (and self-idealization begets rigidity
and the compulsion to advance the self-system at the ex-

pense of empirical validity).

The possessor of such a

self-theory is particularly vulnerable because even minor
events,

if sufficiently insistent,

have the potential to

challenge his/her entire organization and lead to
down.

a

break-

Prior to the disintegration of the self-theory,

as
the person will experience enormous amounts of anxiety

his/her sense-making process is being eroded.

Therefore,

be employed.
any and all kinds of defensive maneuvers will

psychosis.
Finally, the system will collapse resulting in
individual's
Epstein views the disorganization of an

self-theory as not a totally bleak occurrence.

He shares

some people
with Laing (1965) the belief that for
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schziophrenia can be a sane response to an intolerable
situation and can provide an opportunity to grow.
old self-theory,

The

for whatever reasons, was failing to

accomplish its stated purposes: to assimilate the data of
experience, to maximize the pleasure/pain balance over
time,

maintain self-esteem.

and to

Disintegration can

be a remedy, albeit desperate, in that a sound framework

may now be established from which destructive postulates
are banished and old, dissociated--because threatening--

material is assimilated.
In summary,

change and growth in a self-theory

can occur in two ways:

(a) over time as the theory elab-

orates through continuing contact with experiential data
or (b) as a result of disorganization and the subsequent

construction of a more adaptive theory.
George Kelly
Epstein.

.

Kelly (1963) has much in common with

Although his theory of "personal constructs

the system he
does not, per se, propose a self-concept,
self and nondelineates rests on a distinction between
that personal con
self that allows one to safely posit

self-system.
struct theory is describing a form of
Kelly, like Epstein
Another important similarity is that

phenomenological approaches
maintains that a melding of
can yield a framework for
and "conventional" methodology
both its antecedents
understanding behavior superior to

"
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and other competing theories.
At the centei’

oi’

personal construct tlieory is

Kelly's contention that it is most Iruitlul

to

terize the human being as purposive.

he rejects

Tlius

,

charac-

such conceptions as "man— the— biological organism" or

"man-the-lucky guy" in favor of "man- the-scientist

.

Might not the individual man, each in his own
personal way, assume
the stature of a scientist, ever seeking to predict and control the
course of events with which he is involved?
Would he not have his theories, test his
hypotheses, and weigh his experimental evidence?
And, if so, might not the differences between
the personal viewpoints of different men correspond to the differences between the theoretical
points of view of different scientists? (p. 5)
.

.

.

Kelly further defends his notion that an individual's
actions are "scientific" in design by advancing

existential argument.
real,

a

rather

While viewing the universe as

integral and constantly changing with respect to

itself, Kelly acknowledges that "an absolute construction
of the universe is not feasible,

[therefore] we shall have

to be content with a series of successive approximations

to it"(p.

15).

And since the best we can do is approx-

imate reality, "all

.

.

.

interpretations

ject to revision and replacement" ( p

.

15).

.

.

.

are sub-

Calling this

philosophical position "constructive alternativism

,

"

Kelly

casts the individual in the active role of "construer,"

continually building a self-system (theory?) composed of
useful constructs because they allow a measure of predic-
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tion and hence control.

After Kelly states his {general position, he di-

gresses into a discussion of how we are to evaluate

it.

Here, he cites attributes of any theory that should be

rated, and asks that these criteria be applied to con-

structive alternat ivism

Interestingly, many of the

.

attributes he mentions (e.g., testability, validity.

generalizability

)

are the same ones Epstein uses.

The

difference in the two men's thinking is that Epstein
applies the criteria to the self-theory of the individual
and Kelly to his own theory of self-theory.

The "assumptive structure" of constructive al-

ternativism is presented in

a

fundamental postulate

followed by a series of corollaries.

Fundamental Postulate A person's processes are
psychologically channelized by the ways in which
he anticipates events.
:

Construction Corollary A person anticipates events
by construing their replications.
:

Individuality Corollary Persons differ from each
other in their constructions of events.
:

Organization Corollary: Each person characteris
anti
tically evolves, for his own convenience in
embracing
cipating events, a construction system
ordinal relationships between constructs.
Dichotomy Corollary A person's construction
of dichotsystem is composed of a finite number
omous constructs.
:

himself
Choice Corollary: A person chooses for
construct
that alternative in a dichotomized
greater possi
through which he anticipates ^^e
of his system.
bility for extension and definition

.
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Range Corollar y: A construct is cunivonient tor
the anticipation ot a finite luinge of events
only

Experience Corollary A person's construction
system varies as he successively construes
the replications of events.
:

Modulation Corollary The variation in a person's
construction system is limited by the permeability of the constructs within whose ranges of
convenience the variants lie.
:

Fragmentation Corollary A person may successively
employ a variety of construction subsystems which
are inf erentially incompatible with each other.
:

Commonality Corollary To the extent that one
person employs a construction of experience
which is similar to that employed by another,
his psychological processes are similar to
those of the other person.
:

Sociality Corollary To the extent that one person construes the construction processes of
another, he may play a role in a social process
involving the other person, (pp. 103-104)
:

We see that a "healthy" construct systems successfully
Masanticipates events by building on past experience.
tery is thereby gained over the environment.

This is

when constructs
clearly an on-going process made possible
Corollary) to
are sufficiently permeable (Modulation
the larger system.
allow new data to be subsumed within
grows, becoming hierIn this way the construct system

archical and integrated.
lead him to acknow
Kelly's phenomenological roots

person's construct system.
ledge the uniqueness of each
bea particular individual's
If you want to understand
based primarily
you start by making inferences
havior
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upon what Cyou3 see him doin^-,

riilhoj-

have seen other people doiny;" (p. 42).

than upon what Cyr^uD

Also, Kelly

maintains that many constructs are out of an individual's
awareness (as are higher level postulates in Epstein's
self- theory )

.

Therefore, although asking a person about

how he/she construes the world can produce some insight,

observing behavior is a more useful approach.
It is

noteworthy that Kelly assigns little sig-

nificance to emotions when discussing ways to discern the
shape of another's construct system.

Anything like the

need to achieve a pleasure/pain balance--central to

Epstein's thinking

— is

conspicuously absent in Kelly.

When considering how change occurs in a construct
system, Kelly's "man-the-scient ist" metaphor again sets
the tone.

A strong emphasis is placed on "data" and how

it is used to validate or invalidate predictions.

If

successful prediction is achieved (i.e., the data from
gains
the event verify what was anticipated) a construct

legitimacy.

If the

prediction goes awry, the operating

construct must be appropriately altered or rejected.
self-theory
is true when revising postulates of a

,

As

con-

the system.
struct change has ramifications throughout
change
Kelly pitches much of his discussion of

position of clinician
within a construct system from the
begin
advocates that therapeutic interventions
Thus, he

system, the core
on the periphery of an individual's
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constructs which are basic to the conception

more resistant to modulation (to use

liis

ol

word).

self being
1

1

is

also suggested that e.xposure to new material be paced so
as not to overtax the person's capacity to absorb it.

(Here, Kelly is describing a process similar to one

called "proactive mastery of stress," or "stress innoculation," that Epstein relates to his concept of retroThe

active mastery, discussed in the previous section.)

therapeutic relationship is also seen as possessing the

kind of safe quality requisite to change; experimentation,
the attempt at new predictions, can happen there without
the individual having to face the "real life" consequences
of his/her actions.

While the conditions of the therapy room are

conducive to change, there also exist conditions inimical to it.

Threat, preoccupation with old material and

the lack of opportunity to experiment are three that

Kelly places in this category.

Threat refers to the

situation that ensues when a construct is invalidated
data
and its replacement (or, at least, the one the
in a
indicate should replace it) is "itself an element

incomnext-higher-order construct which is, in turn,
upon which
patible with other higher-order constructs

living"(p.
the person is dependent for his

166).

The

this condition
entire system can feel assaulted under
is sufficiently important
if the construct invalidated
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or if a number of consLructJs are invalidaLed simultane-

ously

.

Preoccupation

witli

old material is another

situation which thwarts change.

Constructs formed in

childhood can "fix" old and familiar material thereby
not allowing it to be interwoven with data derived from

adult experience which could bring the construct system
"The interlarding of new material with the

up to date.

old calls for new sorting of old material into new cate-

gories that will fit both the old and the new material"
(p.

168 ).

Finally, Kelly notes that without the opportunity
to confront new experience constructs cannot alter or

multiply.

Here, reverting to the metaphor, he uses the

analogy of a scientist in his laboratory.

Lacking chem-

icals or other tools of the trade, the scientist cannot

expand or refine a theory.

Similarly, an individual

circumstances
whose life situation is sterile (because of
and grow.
or intent) will not be able to experiment

the other ha

id,

in a rich milieu,

is both possible and encouraged,

predictions.

On

where experimentation
one can try out new

the earli
This discussion is reminiscent of

room as a place for
er one pertaining to the therapy
that
Here, however, Kelly is suggesting
experimenting.
for trial and error be
the same sort of opportunity
one s life sphere;
more conventional sectors of

available in

.
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mind

as an ©l©m©nt in daily life that is a laboratory whore

experiments of great importance take place.
This section on Kelly will conclude with two
final points on his view of change.

First, Kelly sees

a certain limit imposed on construct building by virtue

of the nature of cognition.
is not "completely fluid;

An individual's thinking

it is channelized.

If he

wants to think about something he must follow the network
of channels he has laid down for himself, and only by

These

recombining old channels can he create new. ones.

channels structure his thinking and limit his access to
the ideals of others" (p. 61).

This seems more of a

philosophical position that one that has practical application, at least in relation to setting any real limits
on construct elaboration in a "healthy" system.

That is,

it is probably safe to assume that while ultimately finite,

the potential variety and scope of our thinking allows

more than ample opportunity for creative representation
of the environment

The second point relates to a vague reference
system.
Kelly makes to disorganization of the construct
more economi"We suggested that in some cases it may be

client form a new
cal to start from scratch and help the

altogether
set of role-governing constructs

(p.

Epstein
There appears to be a parallel here with

161).
s

(and
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Laing's)

contention that disorganization,

in

the

loriii

of

psychosis, can be a desperate remedy leading to a re-

structured and

moi’e

adaptive self-system.

Obviously,

Kelly does not take it that far.
To this point in the review, a context for under-

standing the self as a cognitive system that organizes

behavior has been provided.

Epstein and Kelly have pro-

posed a personality of interrelated conceptual elements
that are used to impose order on the world, and thus to

inform action.

Both theorists also discuss how these

systems are modified; Epstein casts his discussion in terms
of the "good" versus "bad" theory; Kelly notes the need
for construct validity testing, experimentation and

access to new and varied data.
Rockeach, reviewed next, shares with Epstein and

Kelly the assumption that behavior is shaped by an in-

tegrated and hierarchical cognitive system.

However,

more than either of them he speculates about what the

organization of such a system looks like.

Rockeach also

on the
goes into greater detail than Epstein or Kelly
Therefore,
mechanisms that facilitate of impede growth.

on what he
the review of his position will concentrate

has to add in tliose two areas.

Milton Rockeach

.

Rockeach's (I960) study of cognitive

by the fact that
systems began when he became intrigued
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some people "liberals, midclle-o 1-iho roadoi-s

,

and conser-

vatives; Jews, Catholics, and atheists; Freudians,
behaviorists,

and Gestaltists" appeared "cliarac ter is 1 ical
ly dog-

matic or closed minded in their modes of thought and
belief" (p. 4).

Since all these "types" held different

beliefs, he noted that the content of a person's position

was irrelevant; such dogmatism clearly crossed ideological
lines.

Research on the subject, which studied prejudice

and similar attitudes, had not taken into account Rockeach's

point so he concluded it was deficient.

He was especially

critical of the seminal Adorno et al., (1950) analysis
of the "authoritarian personality."

With others, such

as Shi Is (1954), Rockeach observed that the researchers

studying authoritarian personality structure were really
looking at a specific kind of authoritarianism, that of
the right.

He felt the focus of the research had to be

broadened, and that meant more than just including the

study of left authoritarianism as Shils suggested.

Rather,

because he was interested in all kinds of rigid thinking,
Rockeach sought to conceptualize "the general properties
held in common by all forms of authoritarianiam

.

apart from specific content" (pp. 14-15).
s
A parallel and equally important strain in Rockeach

thinking at this time concerned the other side of authoritarianism, open mindedness.

As he began advancing his

the proown position, Rockeach made the assumption that
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cess he was exploring' was c^onLinuous, with one end

range characteristically closed and

tlie

otlier,

Proceeding from that assumpti(jn, and from

tlie

ol'

the

open.

observation

that rigid thinking transcended content, he developed

his structural conceptualization of the open and closed
mind, an "ahistor ical

,

contentless way of thinking about

intolerance, independent of the specific group discrim-

inated against, equally applicable to different periods
of history and to all kinds of intolerance within a given

period of history" (p. 16),

To further the distinction

between his work 'and its antecendents

,

Rockeach began

using the term dogmatism instead of authoritarianism

when describing an individual's relative resistance to
seeing things differently.

Although Rockeach does not devote much attention
to the specific content of personality systems, his

structural analysis does account for how a system organizes
its content.

Whereas Epstein labeled conceptual reposi-

tories as postulates, and Kelly called them constructs,

Rockeach writes of beliefs and disbeliefs.

The affinity

demonstrated,
between postulates and constructs has been
dyad
and now it can be seen that the belief-disbelief
two terms.
describes the same concept as these other
is really a
A person's belief-disbelief system
political-religious-philosophic-scientific
e^
etcetera system. We mean it to inclusort the
every b elief and disbelief of every physical an
person may have built up about the
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social universe he lives in.
Wo mean iL to represent each man's total framework foi* understancli n^^
his universe as best he can. (p. 35)

The system Rockeach advances has, as well, other

areas of correspondence with the thinking of Epstein and
Kelly.

Rockeach 's system is hierarchically organized

with core belief s-disbeliefs that, by virtue of their
universality, influence later elaborations.
it

Beyond that

is "integrated and holistic," and evolves to assimi-

late the data of experience.

It also has a major purpose

the warding off of anxiety; in this regard, Rockeach

alludes to an integrity that is the source of defensive

maneuvers employed when new information is found to be
significantly at variance with existing ways of seeing
the world.

Finally, Rockeach, like Epstein and Kelly,

considers that much of what a person "really believes"
is out of awareness;

thus the way to infer the content of

an individual's self-esteem is "from his behavior

.

from a slip of the tongue, a compulsive act, an expressive gesture" (p. 32).

When it comes to considering the place of affect
in a self-system,

Rockeach remains in correspondence with

will be recalled,
Epstein, but departs from Kelly, who, it

inexplicably neglected that topic.

Maintaining that

Rockeach
cognitions and emotions are interdependent,
down into the complexstates, "We should be able to reach
study of his cognitive
ities of man's emotional life via a

.
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processes" (p. 8).

However, he fails to Lake

Lliat

thought

further or to provide the sort of detailed pi-ocedure for

using eniotions to ferret out cognitions that Epstein
does

Having established some of the base line similarities between the positions of Epstein, Kelly and Rockeach,
the latter's unique contribution to self-system theory,
his structural description of the open and closed mind.

will now be discussed.

Rockeach states that

all belief systems are

organized along three major dimensions:

a

belief-disbelief

dimension, a central-peripheral dimension, and a time-

perspective dimension.

Each of these dimensions is fur-

ther characterized by several attributes.

The belief-disbelief dimension has two intersystem,
dependent parts: a belief system and a disbelief
number
with the latter being composed of an unspecified
of subunits.

Rockeach sees the belief system as funda-

represent all the
mentally unitary; it is "conceived to
conscious and
beliefs, sets, expectancies, or hypotheses,
time accepts as
unconscious, that a person at a given
On the other
33).
true of the world he lives in" (p.
"far more than the mere
hand, the disbelief system is
It is multi33).
opposite of the belief system" (p.
variety of subsystems each
faceted, distinguished by its
arranged according to how
representing a disbelief and
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The belief-disbelief dimension of
the open or closed mind.

In it disbelief "a," while conceptualized as antithetical

to the truth of the system,

is not as antithetical as

disbelief "c," which in turn is not as antithetical as
disbelief "e," so on down the line to "n" which represents
the disbelief unit most dissimilar to the belief system.

The belief-disbelief dimension has three properties which provide additional definition: isolation,

differentiation and comprehensiveness.

Isolation is a

measure of the degree of communication between all parts
of all the systems.

(Are contradictions acknowledged?

Are differences accentuated and similarities minimized in

order to obscure or exaggerate boundaries?)

Differentia-

tion refers to the richness of beliefs and disbeliefs.
(How much information is possessed?

Is each disbelief

those
subsystem equally rich or are some, especially

barren?)
farther removed from the belief system, somewhat

indication of the
Lastly, comprehensiveness is simply an
subsystems.
total number or range of disbelief
has three layers
The cen tral-per ipheral dimensio n

s
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li

cont/iJil

region.

loyiion,
Tlie

uii

in tci’niGci iu.to rGjyion

a.rid

u.

pGi’ipliGrul

central region contains "primitive beliefs"

about the nature of the world and of the self.
We will assume that such primitive beliefs have
to do first with the nature of physical reality
(color, form, sound, space, time), with the
physical properties of the world we live in
(its shape, its relation to the sun and the moon
and the heavens), and with the world of numbers.
Second, all persons have primitive beliefs about
the social world they live in whether this
world is basically a friendly or unfriendly
place to live in, whether parental or authority
figures are loving or punishing, whether people
in general are characteristically to be trusted
or feared, whether the future is to be regarded
with security or apprehension. Third, there are
the primitive beliefs about the self--belief
about the way we orient ourselves in physical
space, beliefs about self-identity, beliefs
about autonomy or dependence on others, about
self-worth, etc. (pp. 40-41)

—

Notice Rockeach

'

s

paradoxical, given his structural em-

phasis, focus on content when discussing the central
region.

It is a shift in focus he acknowledges and main-

tains is necessary since central region content drama-

tically shapes later self elaboration by virtue of these

beliefs being beyond challenge.

They are the bed rock of

Kelly
character, and perform as such the same function as
core- constructs and Epstein's basic postulates.

One

anchor selfwould also expect to find the beliefs that
in the
idealization, as described by Homey, residing

central region.
found first the
In the intermediate region are
to the nature
beliefs an individual professes relating

s
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of positive and ncj-ative auLhoriLy, auLhoi-ily being "any

source to whom we look for information about

tlie

universe

or to check information we already possess" (p. 43).

Rockeach stresses the importance of finding out how an
individual receives information from someone designated
an authority.

how

Knowing this we learn a great deal about

he/she perceives reality since so much of what

anyone holds to be true is derived from second hand data.

Reliance on authority can range from the rational, informed by healthy skepticism, to the absolute, where any

measure of perspective is lacking.

Individuals also

divide authority sources into two camps: positive and
negative.

Both can be useful when seeking information;

positive authorities give us data we can trust; negative
authorities, data we cannot.
Also in the intermediate region are another set
of beliefs, those about people in general

.

Here Rockeach

refers to how we evaluate others based on the belief
upon
systems to which they subscribe and the authorities

which they rely.

For instance, people who follow the

value or disteachings of Maharishi Mahesh Yogi will be
to spirimissed depending on one's own beliefs relating
in particular.
tual masters in general and Maharishi
the nonThe peripheral region contains all
the world which the
primitive beliefs and disbeliefs about
regardless of whether
person has derived from authority—

or not the person is aware

oi’

the source.

disbelief set corresponds to the level

This l)eliel-

construct/

in a

postulate hierarchy that is in c'ontact with daily living.
Peripheral beliel's thereby

ini'orin

an individual's actions

from the kinds of shoes bought to his/her willingness to

accept someone else's word about a matter of importance.
The description of the central-peripheral dimension

provides a context for understanding Rockeach's view on
how new information is treated by the self-system; he

calls this activity "processing-coding" (p. 47).

Pro-

cessing-coding begins with the new data being screened for
its compatibility with primitive beliefs.

Next,

inter-

mediate beliefs are used, at the institutional and nonto evaluate the data.

inst i tut ional level,

At the insti-

tutional level, the assessment of one's authorities is
considered: Uo they sanction or censure the information?

Non-institutionally

,

the information is viewed in terms

people are.
of how other people receive it and who those

peripheral reFinally, the new data are "filed" in the
the world outlook
glon, enhancing, expanding or delimiting
of

the individual in question.

processing-coding
Rockeach works his analysis of
region to the periHorn the inside out, from the central
pheral region.

However,

it

seems both logical and con-

have established to
sistent with what lipsteln and Kelly
simple.
conclude that this analysis is too

It,

in fact,

account the fact that
fails to sufficiently take into

i

.
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peripheral beliefs, because they make up an individual's

world view and thus determine whaL he/slio "sees," control
to a large extent what data are apprehended.

It

infor-

mation is not apprehended in the first place,

it

cannot

be passed through the central and intermediate regions to
be evaluated.

At the same time,

central and intermediate

beliefs shape peripheral beliefs, and so have their influence on what is seen.

Therefore, processing-coding

must be a more complex activity than Rokeach suggests,

having at its core the sort of intertwining and simultaneous process that systems theory calls a feedback
loop

The last dimension that Rokeach identifies, the

time-perspective dimension
in definition.

,

is the most straightforward

Within it are incorporated a person's

beliefs about the past, present and future and how they
are interrelated.

A broad time perspective includes all

and
three time frames in the belief-disbelief system,

perspective
accounts for their interdependence; a narrow
one time period
does not, with the individual fixating on
the flow of history.
or in some other way misrepresenting
hiswhen reference was made to the warped
In Chapter

I

an outlook was
torical view typical of the true believer,
stemming from narrowdescribed that Rokeach. would see as

dimension.
ness in the time-perspective
respective atti
The three dimensions, with their
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butes, tie together to

closed or open.
a mind,

i'oi'in

a

iiiiiul

cliaracloj’ st i ca
i

1

ly

In building a general definition oi such

Rokeach notes that people are continually re-

quired to accurately evaluate situational data and then
act on their assessment.

He continues;

Every person, then, must be able to evaluate adequately both the relevant and irrelevant information he receives from every situation. This leads
us to suggest a basic characteristic that defines
the extent to which a person's system is open or
closed; namely, the extent to which the person
can receive, evaluate and act on relevant information received from the outside on its own
intrinsic merits, unencumbered by irrelevant
factors in the situation arising from within the
person or from the outside, (p. 57)

Central to this definition is the distinction between
not going
source and content and "what is going on, and
information source
on, at the cognitive level" when an
is confronted (p.

60).

The open system discriminates

is doing the offerbetween what is being offered and who
closed system, the two are indistinguishable,

ing;

to the

of open and
Rokeach used his general definition
specific one which
closed systems to generate the more
instruments
and from it developed
is presented in Figure 3,
cognitive structure and
designed to tap an individual's
conthe open-closed minded
on
position
his/her
determine

the
the pogrnatism_Sc^ and
products,
final
His
tinuum.
assess each of the
n p.n^onation Scale have items which
as making up the self y
three dimensions conceived
well as
the two scales, as
Extensive field testing of
,

;

;
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A Belief-Disbelief SysLeni Is

1.

^

Open

Closed

to tbG ex tent that, with respect to its organizatio n

*

alont;

thy belief-disbelief continuum

the magnitude of rejection of disbelief subsystems
is relatively low at each
point along the continuum;

,

the magnitude of rejection of disbelief subsystems
is relatively high at each
point along the disbelief
1.

continuum
4.

there is communication
2. there is isolation of
of parts within and between
parts within and between
belief and disbelief systems; belief and disbelief systems;
2.

there is relatively little 3. there is relatively great
discrepancy in the degree
discrepancy in the degree of
of differentiation between
differentiation between bebelief and disbelief systems; lief and disbelief systems;
3.

there is a relatively
high differentiation within
the disbelief system;
B

.

there is relatively little
differentiations within the
disbelief system;

4.

to the extent that, with respect to the organization
along the central-peripheral dimension.

the specific content of
primitive beliefs (central
region) is to the effect
that the world one lives in,
or the situation one is in
at a particular moment, is
a threatening one;

1. the specific content of
primitive beliefs (central
region) is to the effect that
the world one lives in, or
the situation one is in at
a particular moment, is a
friendly one;

1

the formal content of beliefs about authority and
about people who hold to
systems of authority (intermediate region) is to
the effect that authority
is not absolute and that
people are not to be evaluated (if they are to be
evaluated at all) according to their agreement or
disagreement with such

2.

2.

authority

.

the formal content of beliefs about authority and
about people who hold to
systems of authority (intermediate region) is to
the effect that authority
is absolute and that people
are to be accepted and rejected according to their
agreement or disagreement
with such authority;

.
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the structure of beliefs
and disbeliefs perceived to
emanate from authority (peripheral region) is such that
its substructures are in
relative communication witli
each other, and finally;

3.

C.

1.

Lhc struc Lure of beliefs
and disbeliefs perceived to
emanate fron\ authority (peripheral region) is such that
its substructures are in
relative isolation witli each
other, and finally;

3.

to the extent that, with respect to the time-perspective
dimension, there is a

relatively broad time-

perspective?.

relatively narrow, futureoriented time perspective.
1.

(pp.

Figure

3.

55-56)

The defining characteristics of open and closed
self-systems

—
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correlation studies with

I'clattul

i

nsl launen

Rokeacli had created useful inoasures.

will be considered

Summary

.

in

tis

,

slioweU

that

The Dog matism Scale

greater dcipth in the next chapter.

The thinking of Epstein, Kelly and Uokeach (and

their predecessors in the field of self-concept theory)

converge to form a model of
system.

tlie

self as a hierarchical

Within this self-system, conceptual elements

variously called postulates, constructs and beliefs

— are

organized into interrelated units and subunits (some
available to awareness and some not) that tell an individual what he/she is like and what the world is like.

These estimations of self and environment underlie emotions;

and together cognitions and the feelings that pro-

ceed from them shape behavior.
As a meaning making vehicle,

the self-system is

both a knower (experience is processed according to
regnant conceptual patterns) and an object of knowledge
be
(although a dynamic entity, at any time the system can

content)
described in terms of its current organization and
A healthy,

open self-system is constantly elabor-

to
This tendency toward expansion is analogous
humanists, and where
the "growth principle" cited by the

ating.

ineffable quality,
in their writing it has a somewhat

in

clearly descriptive of
the context of self-theory it is
become incoiporated
what happens as more and more data
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within an individual system.

Looking' at

the sell in this

way is also in harmony with the viewpoint of such existential psychologists as Frankl and May.

When Frankl

states that everyone must "answer for his own iife" as
he is referring to the activity that is

to its meaning,

at the core of a self-system: making sense of the data

And finally, self-realization and Lifton's

of experience.

Protean personality can be understood as
ation of the healthy self

— an

tlie

full elabor-

aspiration rather than a

reachable goal, but that is true for the humanistic position as well.
If the self-system is unhealthy,

in on itself;

it closes up.

it beomes turned

Instead of grappling with new

experience, the system becomes defensive, excluding novel

data and protecting an increasingly precarious balance.
are
This process can begin early if significant others
events
sufficiently rejecting or other untoward childhood

characterized
cause central elements of the system to be
When this happens, elaboration
by mistrust and fear.
self-idealizations
usually proceeds narrowly, with Homey's
Even
product.
being one way of portraying the resultant
self-system can be stifled later
if off to a good start, a
restraints Maslow notes,
in life by the kind of societal

everything from the adolescent
the adjustments required by
peer group to sex role stereotypes.

manner that has been
Conceiving o f the self in the

G1

developed creates a broad context

foi*

understanding; be-

havior and, thereby, for defining personality.
terms as

Such

authoritarianism" and "paranoia" become de-

scriptions of different manifestations of closed selfsystems (or of portions of the system that are closed)
just as labels like "highly tolerant" and "well integrated"

become associated with open systems.
It is clear that problem-solving ability,

the

capacity to process multiple stimuli and similar traits
are characteristic of open systems, and that people whose

personalities are thus structured will function best in

a

future where change is rampant.

Forces of Socialization Within the Family
In the first part of this chapter,

the perspective

which undergirds the dissertation's view of the personality was established.

Also provided was an explanation of

how the personality, or self-system, changes and resists

change depending on whether the system is open or closed.
This section of the review examines the process of socialization, the ex tra- indiv idual forces that influence the

development of the self-system.

The agencies of socializa-

tion are many and varied; family, school, the peer group,
develand mass media all have a significant impact on the
the family will be considered for

oping person.

Here,

three reasons:

(a) core postulates/constructs/beliefs-
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disbeliefs, the foundation of the self-sysLem, are formed

during the early years of life, the years when the power
of the family is ascendant;

(b)

although the influence of

the family begins to wane as the child enters the world
of playmates and school,

familial influence retains its

primacy until late adolescence, the developmental period
of interest to this study; and (c) it is simply beyond the

scope of this treatise to consider all facets of the in-

terface of socialization and the open or closed self-

system

.

The family and the adolescent

.

Elkin and Handel (1972)

ascribe to the family the premier role in socialization.
The family is the first unit with which the child
has continuous contact and the first context in
It is a
which socialization patterns develop.
and,
compare
to
nothing
has
world which which he
socializing
important
as such, it is the most
True, the family is not as allagency.
encompassing in our society as it once was, and
its effects may be modified (some easily, some
Nevernot so easily) by other agencies.
the
of
exposure
theless, despite the greater
the
influences,
contemporary child to outside
his
for
family remains crucially important
socialization, (p. 100)
.

.

.

sentiments
Carter and Orfanidis (1976) echo these same
emotional system we
calling the family "the most powerful
continues to determine
will ever belong to which shapes and
the course of our lives" (p. 196).

Although it is un-

Influence on the indidoubtedly true that the family's
to recognize that by
vidual is lifelong, it is important

late adolescence,

the

at;e

ol the par ic pan Ls in
i

t.

the force of that influence has

Jarti'ely

tliis

been spent.

study,

Late

adolescents have achieved a consolidation of the selfsystem that allov/s them to separate from the mooi’ing post
of the family and venture into aduitliood.

The integration of the self-system that comes

with late adolescence is the culmination of a process
that began with birth.
hood,

The conflicts and taumas of child-

the relative quietude of latency and the "sturm and

drang" brought on by the intellectual, physiological and

emotional revolutions of early and mid adolescence are
past.

Instead, the individual faces the "crucial moment"

when the self-system must form a synthesis of past experience and what is expected for the future which results
of
in "the perception of the selfsameness and continuity
of
one's existence in time and space and the perception

and conthe fact that others recognize one's sameness

tinuity" (Erikson, 1968,

p.

50).

When this happens, the

rather,
self-system is by no means a finished product;
mutufirst time, a "sound, organic, progressive
for the

parts within an
ality between diversified function and

entirety" exists (Erikson, 1968, pp

.

80-81).

It is this

allow the self-system to
sort of organization that will
it is this same
continue to elaborate; and, importantly,
extent shape
organization that will to a considerable

future grow th.

As Bios (1962) notes,

"What is new at the
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entrance into adulLliood is the ciuality
relative stability and the eifect

it

ol

Lhe sell,

exerts

oti

its

both

reality testing and realistic self evaluation as the
basis for thinking and action" (pp. 191-192).
A more concrete description of where the passage

of adolescence ends is contained in a paper presented by

the Committee on Adolescence of the Group for the AdvanceIt states:

ment of Psychiatry (1968).

The resolution of adolescence is characterized
by: (a) the attainment of separation and independence from the parents; (b) the establisliment
of sexual identity; (c) the commitment to work;
(d) the development of a personal moral value
system; (e) the capacity for lasting relationships
and for both tender and genital sexual love; and
(f) a return to the parents in a new relationship
based upon relative equality.
Clearly, the individual who so "resolves" adolescence

stands in a very different position in regard to his/her
family than before.

Some of the familial influences

conthat bring the individual to this place will now be

sidered

.

Parenting.

forces with
A discussion of the socialization

examination of parenting
in the family must start with an
practices.

As Janis et al

.

(1969) have written:

development,
If we are to understand personality
and

anxieties,
we must discern the standards,
fore
motives of each parent, the roles they-spons veof
the child to play, and the degree
to the child s
display
they
ness and flexibility
attributes, (p. 571)
sought to do just
Child development research has

.
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what Janis demands, and

a

long standing; question

tor-

theorists in that field has been, Do lather and mother

behave toward their children in essentially different
ways?

Freud (1925) thought so.

He believed the father

played the "effective" role and the mother the "affective"
role in the socialization of the child.

For Freud,

father

was the "reality principle, the ego ideal and the basic
authority" who served as a model for realistic functioning in the world.

Mother, on the other hand, was viewed

as assuming a complementary role embodying love; she was
"soft,

coaxing and soothing" and also the link between

the child and the larger human community.

Freud's perspective was bound by his larger, PostVictorian, world view.

As Reels (1974) points out, the

roles Freud assigned to mother and father were actually
era.
more descriptive of parental behavior from another
In fact,

Reels maintains that the "effective" father and

him began to
the type of family structure that supported
cultures into
disappear with the consolidation of tribal

called
The process by which this happened,
in more recent
rationalization, accelerated as the family

modern states.

Theredimensions.
times started to take on egalitarian
his traditional effective
fore, as father ceased to produce

Weber to
^Rationalization is the term coine by
traditional
of sue
denote the acquisition by the state education
and
family functions as protection

GG

services (the state having taken

tlieni

over),

the quid pro

quo which had mother doing domestic service and rearing

children became anachronistic.
To the extent, then, that the lajuily has changed
from a place characterized by the exchange of
clear obligations between the sexes and between
the generations to a place where a group of people
live together for the sake of each other's emotional well-being and development, the father as we
once knew him has become irrelevant (p. 54)
(Underlining mine.)
.

Even if Beels is correct

— and

his position is

challengeable on the grounds that the process described
is nowhere near as advanced as he maintains

about the

decline of father as the effective head of household, his
analysis, being sociological, does not address that othei

pillar of sex role stereotyping, the "special relationship"
between mother and child.
by Bowlby's (1958,

This point of view, as typified

1973) studies on attachment, asserts

and child which
that there is a unique tie bonding mother
is biologically rooted and,

father.

It,

therefore, unavailable to

that
more than any other assumption, is one

role of primary child
if accepted consigns mother to the
rearer.

If

social change
biology is destiny, then all the

in the world does not matter.

others,

Spelke et al.

among
(1973) and Lamb (1976),

introduced

the
iconoclastic perspective into

ixn

of child development

,

one that challenged the

uniqueness of mother•-child attactoent.

They began with

G7

the observation that parenting- research invariably
ne-

glected to look at lathers, and so took that ai)proach.
What subsequently emerged was the discovery that many ol
the nurturing behaviors believed to be "naturally" maternal were also within the repertoire of lathers.

Also,

fathers were found to be as competent as mothers in reading and responding to subtle cues from their children.

Finally, although they were able to document differences
in kinds of behavior (mothers were more verbal and fathers

more physical), the quality of interaction was markedly
similar for both parents.

Lamb,

therefore, concluded:

—

It is my speculation
and I want to emphasize that
word--that we will find that biological differences
are very small, and that they are exaggerated and
magnified by the rituals and the roles that societies build around those distinctions. But are
these differences genetic? My answer is 'Yes, but'
where the but is more important than the yes.
(Collins 1979, p. 65)

—

In the midst of all the complexity surrounding

parenting, various individuals have sought to find be-

havioral dimensions that are common to any parent-child
relationship.

Baldwin, Kalhorn and Breese (1945) and

Milton (1958) presented research that suggested two such

dimensions exist

;

one relates to the amount of control

which parents exercise, the other relates to the amount
of affection they show.

Schaefer (1959) incorporated

these same dimensions into his circumplex model which

derived from factor analyses of a number of parent-child

relationship studies (see Figui-e 4).

However, Schaeier

restricted his description to matern al behavior.
Roe and Siegelrnan

(

1963) added a thii'd dimension,

Later,

attention

and signil icant ly broadened the model's application
by

stating that all three dimensions were descriptive of

parental behavior in general, that is, the child rearing
actions of both mothers and fathers.

Thus, Becker (1964)

labels this framework the "gross anatomy" of the parent-

AUTONOMY

Detached

•
•

Indifferent

Democratic

•

Cooperative

Neglecting
Rejecting

HOS-

Acceptin g^

TILITY“*

LOVE

Over- indulgent

Demanding
Antagonistic
Protective
Indulgent

Authoritarian
Dictatorial

Figure

4.

•

4

Over-protective

CONTROL

Schaefer's circumplex model of maternal behavior,

child relationship.
The dimension that describes parental affection
is a

continuum that refers at its positive end to such

G9

characteristics as:
Accepting, affectionate, approving, understanding,
child-centered, frequent use of explanations, positive response to dependency behavior, high use of
reason in discipline, high use of praise in discipline, low use of physical punislunent
(Conger,
.

1973, p.

197)

The negative end of the continuum, according to Conger,

contains opposing characteristics to those stated above.
The dimension describing control is also a continuum; at the negative end are found parenting practices

distinguished by;
Many restrictions and strict enforcement of demands, including rigid insistence on neatness,
orderliness, obedience, and inhibition of aggression (verbal or otherwise) toward parents, siblings or peers. (Conger, 1973, p. 138)

Here again, moving to the other end of the continuum results in a reversal of these characteristics.

The final dimension, attention, is more generally

Attentive parents are considered to be "indul-

defined.

gent, protective, solicitious, concerned, and child-

centered"

;

they also have "good rapport" with their child-

ren (Roe & Siegelman, 1963).

The three dimensional model has been used in
specific
numerous studies that have attempted to link
personality.
parental behaviors with aspects of the child's

characteristic
Some of these studies have examined traits
of either open or closed self-systems.

Using the love-hostility dimension,

it

has been
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found that love defines the parent-child i-elationship

(jf

children with high self-esteem, strong interpersonal
skills and well established identities.

Parental hos-

tility, on the other hand, seems to spawn children who

experience a host of difficulties including neurotic
disorders, psychosomatic disturbances, character problems
and delinquency (Conger,

1973).

Although there have been

no studies that specifically sought an association between

the love-hostility dimension and the open or closed selfsystem, the findings cited above suggest that parental

love would correlate with open mindedness while parental

hostility would produce the kind of anxiety and distrust

characteristic of closed systems.
Unlike the first parenting dimension discussed,
the autonomy-control construct has proven especially

fruitful in the search for roots of open and closed selfsystems.

Some of the work has been somewhat general.

For instance, curiosity would seem to be a trait associ-

ated with open mindedness, and Maw and Maw (1966) have
found that it is inhibited by restrictive parenting.
solving,
Similarly, creativity and flexibility in problem

mindedness
attributes known to correlate highly with open
when parents
(Grossman and Eisenrnan, 1970), both suffer
Conger &
are demanding (Kagan and Moss, 1962; Mussen,
that
Finally, Mussen & Kagan (1958) found
Kagan,

1969).

backgrounds of
restrictive parenting was common to the

.
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yielding and

coin

rorm i iig childi'en,

and yielding and con-

forming are probably more typical
systems.

cj I

closed than open self-

Anothei’ intei’esting result from this last study

was that these same subjects were notably distrustful of
others, an outgrowth, the authors decided, of their ori-

ginal fear of mother and father.

If

yielding and con-

forming are likely characteristics of a closed mind, distrust of others most certainly is.

Such distrust (located

according to Rokeach in the intermediate region of the

central-peripheral dimension) would result in the sort of
diminution of life space found in closed self-systems.
Studies using this second parenting dimension
that have gotten closest to the issue of primary interest
to this dissertation are those that have examined the

roots of authoritarianism, one kind of closed mindedness.

Frenkel-Brunswik (1948, 1951, 1953, 1954) concluded from
interviews and TAT protocols that authoritarian children

were the recipients of harsh discipline.

Lyle and Levitt

reported
(1955), using a sample of fifth graders, also

were
that authoritarianism was related to parents who

punitive
There exist no findings at all concerning the
attention,
relationship of the last parenting dimension,
Perhaps this
self-systems.
to aspects of open and closed

defined of the three
is because it is the most loosely
amenable to study
dimensions and, therefore, not so easily
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A look back at Scliaeier's circuinplex model

4)

(Fif^ure

indicates that attempts have been made to consider the

interaction of the various parenting dimensions.

Indeed,

interactional studies have produced some results that
point to still more parenting styles that possibly underlie open and closed self-systems.

The combination of

loving but restrictive parenting, for example, is found
in the backgrounds of children who are compliant, de-

pendent, conforming, neat, non-creative and less friendly
than their peers (Meyers, 1944; Watson, 1934, 1957; Sears,
1961; Becker,

1964).

This cluster of personality traits

could very well be more descriptive of a closed than open

minded person.

Also reported with some regularity are

studies of homes where love was abundant, though not
cloying, and where casualness was the rule.

such homes

ai-e

independent, creative, outgoing, and

occasionally rebellious (Baldwin et al
Becker,

Children from

1964; Elder,

1971).

1962,

.

,

1949; Watson,

1957,

It has already been

noted that creativity correlates with open mindedness,
as well.
and it seems likely that these other traits would

Parental relationship type

.

Having a "gross anatomy'

of

fathers as
parental behavior, an anatomy that applies to
that both
well as mothers, does not mean, of course,
rearing.
partnei-s are equally involved in child

In fact,

decline of paternal
until very recently (despite the
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authority caused by the family's rationalization), fathers

were out of the home working and mothers were left doing
most of the parenting
years.

— especially

in the child's early

However, that arrangement has undergone some

recent and radical change.

Population studies indicate

that only 24% of existing families are nuclear in the

sense that the family unit is intact, father works and

mother stays home to rear the children.

Furthermore, 44%

of mothers whose children are under the age of six work,

and the total figure for families in which both partners

work is almost 50% (Current Population Reports, 1977).
These figures describe

a

new kind of family context where

new child-rearing practices might be evolving to accomodate to the circumstances that result when both parents
have a job.

Rapoport and Rapoport (1976) and Young and Willmott
(1973) have studied the emerging family constellation that
has been described.

Their work has centered largely on

British families, but has applicability to American culture as well.

The Rapoports call the constellation under

Willmott
discussion the "dual-career family"; Young and
cases, husband
call it the "symmetrical family."^ In both

only nec
to jobs
a family
subsyste
A truly
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and wife work at jobs of equal status,

have a future

tluit

and to which they have a deep commitment.

Although this

definition appears to favor couples from the middle-class,
some working class families are seen as meeting the
authors' criteria.

The Rapaports and Young and Willmott, in their

investigation of dual-career/symmetrical families, have
looked at parenting practices.

Unfortunately, neither

team scrutinized the subject very carefully.

Young and

Willmott attend the least to parenting, mainly confining
their discussion to a chapter on speculations.

They

wonder if fathers will take on more parenting responsibilities.

They note that maternal employment has been

found to correlate with slow progress in reading and
arithmetic, and ask if that need be.

They foresee the

possibility that both husband and wife will find their

work more stimulating than their families, and that the
children of these homes "might fail to develop into the
in the
kind of people capable of making a centre of peace
their childhomes that they in turn would establish for

ren to be reared in" (p. 280).

Finally, they suggest the

and point to
need for new methods of raising children,

partners had an equal voice in all aspects
The families
Ld parental functioning.
^he cri
certainly
Rapoports and Young and Willmott
t
not
or
y
"Aether
terion for the label, dual-career;
int
the
from
determinable
were also symmetrical is not
mation supplied.

f
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the kibbutzim as a possible model.

The Rapoports' treatment of jjai-enting is a bit

more extensive as they included
Their most notable finding was

i L

tlie

as a research variable.

conunitment of all the

participant families to enliancing children's independence
and competence.

Delight was expressed by the parents when their
children showed mastery and aspired to a high
level of accomplisliment whether in one of the
This
parent's fields of interest or not.
emphasis was independent of the sex of the child.
In none of the dual-career families was there a
conventional stereotyped orientation to sex roles.
When a daughter favored a more conventional role
this was not discouraged, but was regarded as a
personal choice rather than based on gender, (p.
293-4) (Underlining mine)
,

.

.

.

The Rapoports' also noted the tendency for work interests
to compete with home interests, sometimes to the detri-

ment of the latter.

However, they balanced this by cit-

ing some of the advantages of symmetry such as fathers

becoming more involved in parenting.

Finally, they ob-

in
served that despite the blurring of role stereotypes

traditional
these families, the husbands maintained their
Acknowgreater authority in many areas of family life.
concluded,
ledging the pluses and minuses, the Rapoports
role models can
"The increased repertoire of parental
and life choices
enrich as well as confuse identifications
makes (p. 328)."
that the developing young person
families where each
At this time, the study of
resulted in great equality
spouses commitment to work has
'

.
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between them has produced only Lcntativo conclusions.

A

number of questions remain to be answered by future reOne of them is, Does this family constellation,

search.

with its more equalitarian structure, its expanded role
model definitions, and its inherent fludity, represent
a

more favorable environment than the traditional family

for the fostering of open mindedness?

Religion

.

Religion, no longer as great a force as it

once was, still flavors family life to a considerable
degree.

Many parents teach their children to go to

church, pray and to look to a chosen belief system for

answers to the basic questions about life and its meaning.
more
As these children "become" religious, they do so to a
or less orthodox degree.

Thus, to discuss religious

adherence to
training is to discuss adherence and level of
a particular set ot beliefs.

From there it follows that

content
theorists interested in the issues of cognitive

intriguing subject.
and structure should find religion an
becomes yet more
For students of dogmatism, the focus

increased adspecific as it can be assumed that with
will come a general
herence to a religious belief system
so if the religion chose
closing of the mind, all the more
However, when that speculation
is a highly ritualized one.
be inresults have turned out to
has been researched, the

conclusive
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In a study of anti-black prejudice,

an attitude

likely to be found in the closed minded, Young, Benson and

Holtzman (1960) found Baptists to be

tl\e

most prejudiced

with Catholics and Jews following in that order.

Of

these groups, "very" regular church goers and those who
"never" went were less prejudiced than those who attended

church once or twice a month.

O'Reilly and O'Reilly

(1954) studied Catholicism and its relation to anti-

Semitic and anti-black attitudes, again outlooks likely
to be associated with closed mindedness.

They discovered

that their more devout subjects exhibited the strongest

biases against both groups.
A review by Kilpatrick,

Sutker and Sutker (1970)

brings the subject closer to home since they looked

specifically at research examining dogmatism and its

relationship to religion and religiosity.

Citing nine

studies (including two by Rockeach) they noted that when

significance was established. Catholics, and especially
closed
orthodox ones, were invariably found to be more
Seeking
minded than Protestants, Jews and non-believers.

southern population,
to replicate these findings with a
south is a region known
an interesting sample since the
to be particularly fundamentalist,

contradictory results.

they reported instead

Catholics and non-believers were

Protestants and Jews.
discovered to be less dogmatic than
the authors raise important
In discussing their research,
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points to inform further studies.

Essentially,

they

maintain that religious practices probably vary on

a

number of dimensions: geographic region, sex of congregant, and minority representation must all be taken into

consideration.

These are important points, and while they

do not erase earlier findings that devout Catholics tend

toward closed mindedness
rections

,

they do suggest new research di-

.

Birth order

.

Although parents are the first citizens of

the small world that is the family, others reside there
too.

These others, one's siblings, are another social-

ization force, or influence on the emerging self-system.
Adler (1958) introduced the idea that the kind of

person you are is partially a function of where you stand
in the birth hierarchy.

Because parents treat their

offspring differently depending on when they were born,
availabiland because such things as sibling rivalry and
order, Adler
ity of models is also determined by birth

birth order
could make a defensible case for different
personality
positions being characterized by certain

More recently Toman (1969) and Forer (1976),
theoiy to where
among others, have advanced birth order
portraits can be
some generally agreed upon birth order
as the most conservaoffered. The eldest child is seen
authority and the legitimacy
tive, believing in sti-ong

traits.
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rules and laws.
about the future.

lie/she is past

oriented and pessimistic

Affiliative needs are high.

The

youngest child is a casual type, living from day to day.

He/she also relies on authority but views

more skepticism than
into a gray area.

a first born.

it

with much

Middle children fall

Their personality is seen as an ad-

mixture of first and last born characteristics.
Extrapolating from these general descriptions,

it

would seem that, in regard to dogmatism, first borns would
tend toward closed mindedness while last borns might be

more disposed to open mindedness.

Given the ease with

which these hypotheses can be drawn, it is not surprising
that a number of studies have sought to test them out

.

The

results have been inconclusive, at best.

Schwendiman

,

Larsen and Parks (1970) administered

Rockeach's Dogmatism Scale and twenty questions from the

California F Scale to first and second borns from the same
family.
tic,

Rather than finding first borns to be more dogma-

as they had predicted,

the opposite effect occurred

closed minded.
with later borns being significantly more
closed minded has
This phemomenon of later borns being more
Grossman and Eisenman
been found in other studies as well.
significantly more author!
(1972) discovered them to be
to be more dogmatic,
tarian and Fakouri (1974) found them
significant.
although his results were not
field still further.
a study that muddies the
In
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MacDonald (1971) could gain no signi licanco

wluni

only cliildren and lirst and la Lon borns

D Scale.

Llio

giving

Acknowledging the contradicti(jns between birth
ordei' tlieory and research results,

Wisdom and Walsh

(

1975)

thought a study of just birth order and dogmatism might
be clarifying since other studies usually included one or

more additional variables.

Their findings did somewhat

support the theoretical position that first borns are more
closed mi nded

Significance was not achieved, but the

.

direction was "right."
The relationship of birth order to dogmatism re-

mains unclear.
Sex roles.

The sex role that father models within the

male"
family has as its outside correlative the "American
econwho tamed the wilderness, established unprecedented

omic prosperity and even made it to the moon.

All of

singular singlethis, mythically at least, was done with
role mother models has as its cultural

mindedness.

The

filled with
correlative the "good woman;" she is stoic,
and skilled at peacecommon sense (if a little flighty),

making.
strong,

on television: the
We saw them in the movies and
supportive woman.
uncompromising man and the soft,

these stereotypes are
And even though, as pointed out,
still hold sway and their
changing, the old conceptions
the growing-up years
symbolic representations populated
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ol anyone over

tlie

age of seven.

IL

therefore,

is likely,

that since much of what is (luintessenti ally male pro-

ceeds from uncompromising directness, males are likely to

score higher on an instrument like the Dogmatism Scale
and females according to the stereotype, would be likely
to show up as more open minded.
In a review by Alter and White (1966) in which

some norms were sought for the Dogmatism Scale

,

it was

found that in the 37 studies where sex was indicated,

males consistently received higher scores than females.
However, the difference was rarely significant.

In Alter

article, 1000
and White's own study, reported in the same
D Scale and
males and 1000 females were administered the

males were found to be significantly (p

<

.01) more dog-

matic than females.
be more closed
The general tendency for males to
with what might be exminded than females is consistent
stereotypes about
pected given the prevailing cultural
are exploded
However, as these stereotypes
n,en and women.
greater range of behaviors,
and males gain access to a
Also,
could very well decrease.
,heir collective dogmatism
can be expected
males from symmetrical families
not
since their parents do
outlook
their
in
stereotyped
and, all things being
.onform to traditional patterns

minded.
equal, should be more open

1
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Uel a lucl Heaeurch
In this liiial soctioii ol

Llio

the focus will narrow considerably.

iitoratui*© reviow,

Most of

tlie

context

for the d issei' tat ion study has been provided, and here,
by comparing and contrasting it to related research, the

perspective will be completed.
Anderson (1962) sought to learn more about the
roots of adolescent dogmatism, but did not include parenting style as one of her variables.

Nevertheless, Anderson

does attempt to draw from her findings conclusions about
liow

her subjects were reared.

Using a representative

sajnple of male and female eighth,

tenth, eleventh, and

twelfth graders, she looked at the relationship between

Dogmatism Scale scores and intelligence, sex, socioeconomic status and an.xiety.
not established,

Sex differences on dogmatism were

altliough it was found that intelligent

females were more dogmatic than intelligent males.

Fur-

anxiety was shown to correlate positively with dog-

ther,

matism while socioeconomic status was inversely related.
Andei-son concluded that the high dogmatism of intelligent

females is spawned by hostility related to the restiictive
aiul

sexist parenting practices endemic to our culture.

Also,

tlie

significant relationship between dogmatism and

that
socioeconomic status "makes plausible the inference
of dogmachild rearing practices are basic determinants
1

t

1

Slli

.
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Bolmeiei- (J966) undertook a study somewhat the

reverse of the one contained

in

ttiis

dissertation.

His

major interest was to seek connection between parental
dogmatism and the adjustment of high school age children.
He administered the Dogmatism Scale to the parents.
Cliildren's adjustment ratings came from scores on the

Minnesota Counseling Inventory and the Iowa Achievement
Tests

a.s

well as from teacher perceptions and the school's

record of behavioral problems.

A small number of these

adolesct3nts were also administered the Dogmatism Scale
In general

,

.

it was found that high dogmatism in parents

contributed to maladjustment in their offspring.

Com-

paring parents' dogmatism scores to their children's

yielded positive relationships between high dogmatic

parents and high dogmatic children, but only one significant comparison, that between high dogmatic sons and high

dogmatic mothers.
The last two studies that will be cited come
problem.
closest to shedding light on the dissertation
to
Rebhun (1967), in a study that was restricted

Dogmatism Scale
males (fathers and sons), administered the
Research Inand eight subscales of the Parent Attitude
He
strument to three groups of male undergraduates.
would evince
hypothesized that closed minded fathers
sons not to Intrude
attitudes that would encourage their
promoting similar closed
on their belief-disbelief system
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ini

in thoae c-.hildrc*n.

iidediioss

scales considei’ed descr

eiglil PAUl

attitudes under
ing will,

Chosen,

stuily:

i

j)

L

Lhoroicji-o

ive ol

,

wore Lho

the parenting

dependency, seel usiveness

,

break-

harsh punishment, demanding activity, deifica-

tion ol parent, ascendancy of husaand, and suppression of

affection.

Of the twenty-four comparisons (eight scales x

three groups), twenty-three were significant (p = .01)

supporting Rebhun

'

s

contention.

Finally, Cross (1966) examined the relationship

between Concept Level (considered synonymous with the
number and flexibility of useful information processing
inodes and,

therefore, closely related to open and closed

mindedness) and parenting practices.
hypotheses:

He tested two

(a) Parents of High Concept Level children

less
would be more interdependent, less controlling and

children,
authoritarian than parents of Low Concept Level
parental acceptance
and (b) Parents' Conceptual Level and

Conceptual Level.
would be posively related to children's
responses to three
Conceptual Level was assayed by scoring
characteristics were
sentence completion stems. Parental
questionnaire. The
determined trom interviews and a
public school stusubjects for the study were 327 male
and their parents.
dents (grades eight through twelve)
Level was significantly
Cross reported that High Concept
interdependence, (b) parental
related to; (a) parents'
particueneral and in mother in
non-au hoi’i l ai'iani sm in g
i
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lar,

(c)

IciLliei's'

acceptance.

Parental Concept Level was

not found to be related to the Concept Level of sons.

Although, as a group,

tliese

previous studies pro-

vide important information about the relationship of

parenting to dogmatism, the issue is

fai‘

from resolved

because these studies have design and methodological
shortcoiaings

.

Anderson and Bolmeier include both parents

and adolescents of eacli sex, but fail to assess child

rearing practices.
at sons.
in fact,

Uebhun and Cross, who do, look only

Further, the Rebliun and Cross studies do not,
do a very good job of measuring parenting style:

Cross relied on interviews and a questionnaire, so the

reliability and validity of his data must be questioned,
and Rebhun used the PARI but compromised his results by

using only some of its subscales.
In

this body of related research, open and closed

mindedness were usually measured by the Dogmat ism Scale,
but not always, and particularly not by Cross whose

framed
study, as indicated, gets closest to the problem
in Chapter 1.

Finally, other powerful familial influences

have been largely neglected.

Cross, by including the

offers
interdependence of mother and father as a variable,
relationships.
some information on equalitarian parental
important topic
Unfortunately, that is all we have on that
next chapter seeks to
Tlie study described in the
reniedy

delineated.
Lhe deficits that have been

Thus, the
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roio

clill'ercMit

parenLing styles play in

Llu.‘

upbringintj

open and closed minded adolescents shall be sought

made clearer.

ol'

to be

Additionally, the lamilial lac tors of birth

order, sex, religion and religiosity will be investigated
as regards theii’ influence on adolescent dogmatism since

previous studies of these variables have failed to produce conclusive results.

C
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METHODOLOGY
This chapter will describe the study undertaken
to determine the familial influences on adolescent open

and closed mindedness.

Participants
The participants in this study comprised the

class of 1979 at two independent, secondary boarding
schools; one school was all male, the other, all female.

The schools were matched in terms of reputation, facilities,

the characteristics of the student body and

educational philosophy.
size,

They were not, however, of equal

the all male school being about twice as large as

its female counterpart.

Both schools had a selective

admission process, taking approximately one out of every
White middle, upper-middle, and upper
four applicants.
States,
class adolescents, from throughout the United
bodies;
made up the vast majority of the two student

representation (and some
although there was some minority
small, below ten perforeign students), their number was
cent.

schools; however,
Financial aid was offered by both

most students paid lull tuition.
87

The class ol 1979 at the

I
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ail niaJe school nuiiibored 150 at

the all female school,

Llie

Lime ol

llie

this class numbered 62.

study; at

Ten males

and six females did not participate because of illness or

absence from the campus and the questionnaires of nine

males and tliree females were excluded from the study because of errors in completion.

the final group

Thus,

contained 131 males and 53 females.

This group is de-

scribed in greater detail in the next chapter.
Instruments
Dog matism Scale

.

Rokeach (1956) as

The Dogmatism Scale was introduced by

general measure of authoritarianism,

a

as opposed to specific or right authoritarianism,

construct tapped by the California F Scale
is

.

the

The D Scale

66
available in two versions; Form D is composed of

composed of the
6-point, Likert-type items and Form E is
best 40 of these 66.

Antecedents

.

The latter version was used.

Central to the study of the author-

was the instruitarian personality (Adorno et al., 1950)
or "prefacist
ment used to measure ethnic prejudice
was
tendencies" in subjects. The CadJ^ornia_JLSc^
variables believed
constructed to detect nine personality

characteristics of an indi
by the authors to represent
conservative ideologies. The
vidual prone to embrace
resulting in a long
revisions
scale went tlirough several
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and short form coiisidei'ed to be of comparable validity.

Shortly after the publication of the F Scale,

criticism arose pertaining- to the limitations of the
instrument, specifically its inability to discern ex-

tremism of the left and general rigidity within the per-

sonality (Robinson and Shaver, 1973).

Eysenck (1954)

proposed an alternative measure designed to identify
"

toughmindedness/ tendermindedness

,

"

a factor he indicated

was independent of ideology, and thus able to pick up

anti-democratic thinking of either the right or left.
Christie (1954), responding to the consistent negative
correlations between the F Scale and level of education,

proffered a Machiavellianism scale which seemed to be
unrelated to schooling or socioeconomic status while still

measuring the general variable.

Finally, Rokeach, seek-

that
ing to tape the structures of cognitive organization

predispose a person to adopt authoritarian positions,

presented the Dogmatism Scale
Val idity

.

.

Rokeach' s (1954, 1956) initial studies

authoritarianism or
indicate that his concept of general
from right authorclosed mindedness is valid and distinct
In a study where Michigan State
itarianism or tascism.
as high or low
University students rated their peers
scores were sigdogmatics, mean differences on D Scale
Furthermore, the high dogmatic
nificant at the .01 level.
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group scored signi
fornia F Scale

r 1

Llian

can L J y higlier (p = .01) on the Cali -

did the low dogmatic group.

Using the

Method of Known Groups (Michigan and New York religious
groups and political groups from England), Hokeacli sub-

stantiated his claim that dogmatism is

a

general factor,

and thus a D Scale score is indicative of global closed

or open inindedness, a broader construct than that measured
by the F Scale.
In a semester long study of University of Arizona

freshmen and sophomores (Zagona and Zurcher, 1964), a
variety of hypotheses drawn from Rokeach's theory were

borne out.

Two groups were formed, one having high D

Scale scores, the other low.

Predictions were made as to

the behavior of high and low dogmatics, and in structured

situations the groups were observed to behave according
to

these predictions.

A similar study (Kemp & Kohler,

with
1965), which showed the scale to be valid for use
on
high school age youth, had teachers rate 300 students

six factors descriptive of dogmatism.
they reached a correlation of

.92.

After three trials,

Twenty students from

teachers, were
each end of the continuum, as rated by
correlation between
then given Form E of the D Scale; the

their scor(3S and teacher ratings was .74.

analyzed the
Rokeach and Kerlinger (1966) factor
of 1,239 undergraduates.
F and D Scales using a sample
correlation between the scales
Wlule Uiey loiind .substantial
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(.65 to .77),

Lhoy were also ublo to demonatruLo

lliat

F

and D Scale items segregate tliemselves on dilferent lactoi's.

A second-order analysis advanced ttieir claim tliat

the scales measure different constructs; one discrete

dogmatism factor and two autlior itar ianisrn factors emerged,
and these factors were seen to describe the hypothetical

variables that Adorno et. al., and Rokeach originally set
out as underlying their respective scales.

Finally,

Peabody (1961, 1966) questioned the validity of the D
Scale on the grounds that the items were all worded in a

positive direction, thus encouraging

a

response bias.

Rokeach (1967), Kerlinger (1967) and Block (1965) refuted
this charge, and also noted the inadvisability of using

reversals in a scale of this type as both dogmatic and

non-dogmatic individuals will tend to agree with reversals
which are worded in a democratic direction.
Re liability

.

The Dogmatism Scale went through

with
four revisions before Rokeach (1,956) was satisfied
The

= .91).
the reliability coefficients obtained (r

of brevity,
scale was then again refined in the Interest
.93 for this
achieving coefficients ranging from .68 to

final version (Form E).

In discussing these figures,

are
Kokeach has written, "These reliabilities

satisfactory

,

.

.

.

quite

aespecially when we remember that the Pogm_ _

collection of items
ilsm Scale contains quite a strange

U2
tlial

covc.'i’

a

loL

oi'

leiTiLoi-y

aiul

appoai’ un

Lho yurl'aco

to be unrelated Lo each other" (1960).

Ehrlich (1961)

students in an

i

adinl nistei’ed

the scale to 100

ntroductoi'y sociology class, obtaining a

corrected split-halt reliability coefficient of

.88.

Five

years later he retested 72% of the original sample (N=65);
this comparison yielded a reliability of .55.

Lichtenstein,

Quinn and Hover (1961) gave the scale to 40 male psychiatric patients.

Split-half reliability was .76.

In the

Zagona and Zurcher study (1964) cited earlier, the sample
was divided into thirds, and reliability was reported for
each third.

Retesting after 15 weeks, the authors ob-

tained comparable coefficients for high (.51) and low
(.46) dogmatics;

the entire sample was reported as .70.

In another study discussed in the preceding section,

Kemp and Kohler (1965) also used the test-retest method
(after

3

months) with their sample of high school students

to obtain a coefficient of

.82;

using the same data and

to .92.
applying the Rulon Formula, reliability increased

Parent-child relationship questionnaire

II

.

This question-

Siegelman to
naire was developed by Anne Roe and Marvin
behavior toobtain a measure of characteristic parental
The original
child.
ward children, as experienced by the
various revisions
instrument contained 130 items; however,
Each item
in a 50 item, short form.
rosultfcd (in 1973)

.

,
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is checked as very true,

tended to be true,

untrue or very untrue.

Three lactors, descriptive of

parent-ciii Id relationship,

ai'e

secured:

Causal-Demanding and Overt Attention.
represent, repsect ively
tion.

tended to be

,

tlie

Lovinti-Rejectiny;

Higher scores

more love, casualness and atten-

There are separate forms for father and mother.

Antecedents

.

The measure of fajnily life variables

has played an important role in child development research,

and within this larger set lie parental behavior and

attitudes toward child rearing.

Mussen (1960) lists

three methods for assessing parental behavior and attitudes: parent reports, direct observation and children's

reports.

Significant work has been done in developing

techniques for direct observation (Champney, 1941) and in
using interviews to garner information (Sears, Maccoby &
Levin,

1957).

However, both of these approaches can be

extremely time consuming, thereby limiting the number of
subjects studied.

As a result, much of the research in

method of
this field has utilized the more economical

questionnaires
parents'
Initially, researchers concentrated on

reports of their behavior.

Radke (1946) devised a ques-

parental authority
tlonnalro to determine the link between
Watson (1957) constructed a
and children's behavior.
multiple choice responses
more global Instrument containing
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to common situations parents

ren.

Perhaps

ttie

tace in the rearing oi ciiiJd-

most widely used parent report inven-

tory was the Parent Attitude Research Instrument (PARI)

designed by Schaefer and Bell (1958).
In recent years the thrust of parent-child rela-

tionship research has shifted

frcmi

parent reports to

children's perceptions of parental behavior.

As Kagan

(19G8), referring to one dimension of the parent-child

relationship, asserts:

Determination of whether a parent is rejecting
or not cannot be answered by focussing primarily
Rejection is
on the behaviors of the parents.
behavior
of
quality
invariant
fixed,
not a
or beauty,
pain,
pleasure,
Like
"qua" behavior.
It
rejectee.
the
of
mind
the
rejection is in
by
action
an
not
child;
the
is a belief held by
the parent, (p. 198)

Studies have indicated that children's reports are related
to their adjustment (Berdie

8i

Layton, 1957), to observers

reports of child behavior (Bronf enbrenner

,

1961), and to

other types of data descriptive of the parent-child

relationship (Andry, 1957).

Therefore, a variety of in-

dynamic
ventories was introduced to tap the parent-child
(1958) introduced
from the child's vantage point. Williams
inventory and a projective
a technique that relied on an
devised the
Schaefer (1965) abandoned the PAHI and
test.

ehavior InveiUorx. Finally,
Chi ldren' s Report of Parental B
using a theoretical model
Koe and Siogelman (1963, 1964),
instruthat which undergirds Schaefer's

quite similar to

u
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nifciiit,

dBvoloptid

Validity
t^a.ire

Llio

.

Pa,i *Gii
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L icjntiiii

ro

.

d llelationship Qu estioti-

is constructed to represent ten categories which are

characteristic of parent-child interactions.

lioe

and

Siegelnian (1963) describe these categories as protective,

demanding, rejecting, neglecting, casual, loving, symboliclove reward, direct-object reward, symbolic-love punish-

ment, and direct-object punishment.

Test items which fit

their categories were taken from previous work or devised

specifically for the questionnaire, and were assigned to
each category by a panel of experts.
to parental behaviors,

The items related

not to attitudes, which the authors

felt diminished some of the problems associated with the

use of retrospective data.

After pilot-testing the

instrument with a sample of New York University undergraduates, Roe and Siegelman (1964) used it in a larger
study which examined the vocational development of Harvard

seniors (N=142) and adult engineers and social workers of
both sexes (N=88).
the
These early studies were factor analyzed using

rotaprincipal-components method and subsequent varimax

Three factors emerged; Loving-Rejecting (LR),
Looking
Casual-Demanding (CD), and Overt Attention (0).
tion.

relationships,
at other studies of the parent-child

the

factors in those
authors associated the LR factor with
Love-Hate,
studies variously labeled Love-Hostility,
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Emotional Supportiveness and Wai-mth;

Autonomy-Control,

the CU I'actor with

Inhibitory Demand, Discipline, and

Authority; and the O factor

witli

Attention and Responsible

Child Training Orientation (Roe

Siegelman 1964,

p.

24).

The economy and inclusiveness of tliese factors is further

demonstrated by referring to the table in Appendix A
(from Roe and Siegelman) in which they report on analyses
of major studies of the parent-child relationship (em-

bracing the three methods of assessment cited by Mussen)
and show that their three factors described the findings
of all but one of the studies.

It is,

in fact,

the very

economy of their theory that recommends it over other,
almost identical models (see Schaefer 1965).

As Goldin

(1969) points out, "There is little basis of choice be-

tween the two models.

However, an investigation of the

degree of parsimony with which each system explains

earlier studies shifts the balance in favor of [Roe and
Siegelman'

s]

dimensions" (p

.

226).

Siegelman's (1965, 1973) later work with the

questionnaire (Roe has not published subsequent research
utilizing the instrument) indicates the three factors
time.
consistently emerge across populations and over
Fui-therrnore,

shorhe has demonstrated that modified and

tened forms

tap

l)een

the same factors.

ionnaire has
The Parent-Child Relationship Quest
in fact. Roe and
used extensively with adolescents;

97

!S

included late adolescents in

iegeliiuin

sample.
tlie

Llieir

original

Wliile some studies involving youth have modified

questionnaire by rewriting the items in simi)ler

language (Green

&,

Johnson,

the majority of those studies reviewed

have

1967),

Parker,

1965; Bringham,

Ricketts &

used the forms as written (Medinnus, 1965a, 1965b;

Tsubouc.hi

Jenkins, 1969; Siegelman, 1965, 1973).

Reliability

.

When Roe and Siegelman (1963) intro-

duced the Parent-Child Relationship Questionnaire

,

they

providtid reliability coefficients for a portion of their

original sample, the Harvard seniors.

Among this group,

subtest reliabilities ranged from .69 to .90 for father
and from .71 to .87 for mother.

used to obtain these figures.

The Tryon formula was
In a later study,

Siegelman

and 97
(1965) administered the questionnaire to 54 male
York.
female undergraduates at the City College of New

reported the
Using the Kuder-Richardson formula 20, he

following reliabilities; for the males,

.82 to

.88 for

females, .83 to
father and .68 to .90 for mother; for the
In a still
mother.
.92 for father and .71 to .88 for
a short version of the
later study, Siegelman (1973) used
144 males and 274
Instrument (62 items per form) with
and juniors at the City
females who were mostly sophomores
coefficients for the
College of Now York. Reliability
mother
father and .71 to .86 for
,„,,es were .70 to .87 for

.
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The female
to

group showed reliabilities ranging from .72

.90 for fatlier and from

to

.64

.86 for mother.

Green and Parker (1965), seeking to replicate an
aspect of the Roe and Siegelman (1964) "origins of interest" investigation, administered the Parent-Child Rela-

tionship Questionnaire to
both male and female.

a

group of 355 seventh graders,

Computing reliability with the

Tryon formula, they reported coefficients (for both sexes)
ranging from .50 to .88, stating "all reliabilities com-

pared favorably with those found by Roe and Siegelman"
(1963)

Background data questions

.

Twenty-one questions were

included in the test battery pertaining to demographic

attributes and some additional parenting factors.
Copies of each instrument and of the background
data questions are contained in the Appendices.

Procedure
The test battery was administered in a single
at the end
setting, and most participants were finished
The instruments were ordered as
of an hour and a half.
questions, the
follows: the Dogmatism Scale background
,

Parent-Child Relationship Questionnaire

II

(mother form

recorded
Answers to all questions were
only by a number which
on optical scan sheets identified
and father form).

,
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assured the respondents' anonymity.

In t)rder

to preclude

sell selection from becoming a factor in the variance,

school officials required full participation from their

respective student groups.
Design
The study conformed to the quasi-exper imental
ex post facto research model.

The dependent variable was

dogmatism, a construct running from open to closed mindedness.

Independent variables were the three parenting

factors derived from the Parent-Child Relationship Ques -

tionnaire for mother and for father (totaling six for any
one participant), the sex of participants, birth order,
religion, religiosity and parental relationship type.

Birth order, religion and religiosity were determined
from direct responses to background questions.

The con-

was
struction of the parental relationship type variable
background
also based on how participants answered selected

questions.

of
The criteria that determined into which

parental dyad was
the two relationship type categories a

assigned is explained in Appendix

C.

data was done emA statistical analysis of the

Frequency
procedures.
ploying descriptive and inferential
correlation matrices
distributions, scattergrams and
Two and
the data.
provided a sense of the "shape" of
were used to test Hypotheses
three-way analyses of variance

,

100
1,

2,

3,

5,

6,

and

7.

Stepwise multiple regression analy-

sis was used to test Hypothesis 4.

The Statistical Pack -

age for the Social Sciences (Nie et al.

ployed for all procedures.

1970) was em-

CHAPTER

IV

RESULTS
In this chapter the results of the statistical

analyses are reported.

the characteristics of the

First,

group that participated in the study are detailed.

Next,

descriptive statistics for the major variables are provided.

Finally, the various tests of the research hypo-

theses are discussed.

Description of the Participants
One hundred and eighty-four adolescents, of whom
131 were male and 53 were female, comprised the sample

group.

group

—a

As will be shown,

it was a remarkable homogeneous

function certainly of the participants

private school background

— and

common

one reflection of that

is
homogeneity is that, when discussing attributes, what

true for males is invariably true for females.

Therefore,

differentiation between
in the discussion that follows a
a meaningful
males and females will not be made unless

difforence exists.
although
Participants ranged in age from 14 to 18
were 16 years old, 64%
only two were younger than 16: 15%
The mean
years old.
were 17 years old and 20% were 18
101
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age of the group was,
In examining

Llierefore,
tiie

17.1 years.

family constellations of the

participants, most noteworthy is the fact that fully 77%
came from intact families.

Thus,

in a society where

nearly one out of every two marriages ends in divorce,
these adolescents have come from families of singular

stability.

It

is,

therefore, quite consistent that 51%

of these same adolescents describe the amount of friction

between their mothers and fathers as "none at all" or
"very little."

Another 30% rated friction in the parental

subsystem as normal when compared to "most people."
In those cases where separation or divorce did

occur (15%), it was mother who usually assumed primary

parenting responsibilities; in fact, participants wound
up living with mother 86% of the time.

Another measure that suggests participants in this
life comes
study experienced a relatively harmonious family

reached.
from their reports of how family decisions were
watchword as one
Here, cooperation seems to have been the
and fathers
half of the group indicated their mothers
another 30% noted
shared decision making authority and

part of the process.
that "the entire family" was a
the partiwere but six only children among

There

cipants.

AS

the birth order
for the remainder, by chance

youngest were equally
positions of oldest, middle and
females fell into each
represented, L/3 of both males and

.

1U3

category
Since
schools,

llieae

adolescents were di-awn from private

would be expectable that their pai-ents would

it

be highly educated and holding jobs in

the vocationai hierarcliy.

borne out by the data.

tlie

upper part of

both these expectations are

Fatliers were largely college

educated (b9%), and of that group half had also obtained
a

graduate or professional degree.

Mothers were also

highly educated, although less so than fathers in that of
the 83% who completed college a smaller number went on to

receive advanced degrees.

Occupationally, 90% of the

fathers were stated to be professionals (doctors, lawyers,
teachers, etc.) or upper level administrators and businessmen.

In the case of mothers,

only 44% held similar posi-

tions with an equal number, not surprisingly, listed as
housewives.

ported

Notably, only three househusbands were re-

.

The religious orientation of the group was over-

whelmingly Christian (76%) and 2/3 of those were Protestant.

Four adolescents identified themselves as Jewish

"other."
(2.2%) wtiile 22 (12%) chose to be counted as

Not

toparticularly ardent in their belief, only 16% of the

most pretal group called themselves "very religious,"
rate the deferring "average" or "less than average" to

gree of their devotion.
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Dogmalism Scale Scoros

Dogmatism Scale scores ranged from a low of 76 to
high of 226 with a mean of 147.23 and standard deviation

a

of 25.14.

Tlie

is small,

standard deviation of this set of scores

and the range is well within the possible

scoring limits of the scale (scores can run from 40 to 280)

which is further evidence that the participants represent
a rather homogeneous group.

Parent-Child Relationship Questionnaire Scores
It will be recalled that three factors emerge from

the Parent-Child Relationship Questionnaire

Rejecting, Casual-Demanding and Attention.
a

:

LovingFurthermore,

score for each of these factors is obtained for the

respondent's father and mother.
The Loving-Rejecting factor can have a scoring
range of 20 to 80; scores on the lower end of the continuum indicate a more rejecting parent while scores on the

upper end indicate a more loving one.

In this study,

fac-

mean
tor scores for mothers ranged from 32 to 80 with a
of 68.03 and a standard deviation of 8.82.

For fathers,

of 66.53
factor scores ranged from 38 to 80 with a mean

and a standard deviation of 8.99.
have a
The Casual-Demanding factor can also
lower end of the
scoring range of 20 to 80; scores on the
while scores on
continuum indicate a more demanding parent

.
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the upper end indicate a more cawnn

iactor scores ior moLhers ranged

one.

1

i'l-otii

In

this btudy,

20 to 71 with a

mean of 45.83 and a standai’d deviation of 8.42.
fatliers,

Foi‘

the factor scores ranged from 24 to 70 with a

mean of 46.0 and a standard deviation of 9.26.
The third factor, Attention, is scored somewhat

differently and can range from 10 to 40; the higher the
score the more attentive the parent is considered to be.
In this study,

factor scores for mothers ranged from 10

to 36 with a mean of 22.28 and a standard deviation of
4.5.

For fathers, the factor scores ranged from 10 to 40

with a mean of 20.12, and a standard deviation of 5.33.
Hypothesis

I

Adolescents who report their fathers to have been
highly loving, highly casual and moderately to
highly attentive will be open minded when compared to adolescents who report their fathers to
have been highly rejecting, highly demanding and
moderately to highly attentive who will be closed
minded
Hypothesis

I

analysis of variance.

was tested with a

3

X 2 factorial

Dogmatism Scale scores formed the

sex of
dependent variable while parenting style and the
variables.
participants accounted for the independent
style variable
The three levels of the parenting
each reared
correspond to three groups of participants,
of
Two of these groups consisted
in a different manner.
two styles cited
participants fathered in either of the

in the liypoLiiesis

;

Lhe Lhird group includod every(jne olyo.

In oi-doi- to iorni those groups,

the scoi’os on the tliree

parenting i'actors were divided into percentiles.

participants whose fathers were rated

in

tlie

Tliose

66 th percen-

tile or above on the Loving-Rejecting factor and the

Casual-Demanding factor and the 33rd percentile or above
on the Attention factor were placed in Group

3,

the group

representing the parenting style hypothesized to influence
Those participants whose fathers were

open inindedness.

rated in the 33];^ percentile or below on the Loving-

Rejecting factor and the Casual-Demanding factor and the
33rd percentile or above on the Attention factor were

placed in Group

2,

the group representing the parenting

style hypothesized to influence closed mindedness.

remainder of the participants were placed in Group

The
1.

Th(

means and standard deviations for the parenting style
groups are reported in Table

1.

Six cases were not in-

fathers,
cluded in the analysis because they did not have

three of tliese were males and three were females.
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Table

1

Means and Standard Deviation Scores for
Hypothesis I Parenting Style Groups

Parenting Style Groups
Group

1:

Fathers' Behavior
Unspecif ied
All

(N=142)

Males

(N=102)

Females

Group

2;

(N=17)

Males

(N=14)

Females
3:

(N=40)

147.88

24.91

148.08

24.94

147.38

25.19

158.65

25.60

162.50

25.17

140.67

23.16

134.95

24.10

142.00

26.85

122.86

12.30

Rejecting and Demanding Fathers
All

Group

Dogmatism Scale Scores
Mean
Standard Deviation

(N=3)

Loving and Casual
Fathers
All

(N=19)

Males

Females

(N=12)
(N=7)

.
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When

tiie

data need lor

Lliis

hypoLliesis were

analyzed, a signilicant F ratio was obtained lor the

main effect of Parenting Style Groups (see Table 2).
Therefore, a post hoc comparison was carried out to

determine wiiere the significant differences lay.

In

this instance, the Scheffe Test was used uncovering a

significant difference between the means of Groups
3,

2

and

the groups containing adolescents fathered in the two

styles predicted to produce extremes of dogmatism (see

Table

3

)

Table

Hypothesis

1:

2

Summary. of Two-Way Analysis of

Variance
df

Source

SS

MS

F

3.848*

Parenting Style Groups (A)

2

4728.415

2364.207

Sex of Participants (B)

1

707.735

707.735

1.152

Interaction (A X B)

2

2104 288

1052.144

1.712

172

105687.771

614.464

177

113626.360

Error
Total

p

<

.

025

.

Table
Siuninary

ol'

Scliel

i

o Test

3
I'oi’

llyjKjtlies

Parenting ytyle Groups

p
Tlie

s

1

F

8G

1

to 2

2.

2

to 3

8.20 +

1

to 3

4.56

<

i

.05

analysis of Hypothesis

I

showed that when

adolescents whose fathers were highly loving and casual
and moderately to highly attentive were compared to

adolescents whose fathers were highly rejecting and de-

manding and moderately to highly attentive, the former
were significantly more open minded and the latter were

significantly more closed minded, as predicted.
wiien

However,

adolescents who experienced either type of parent-

significance
ing style wei’e compared to the general group,
in the hypothesized directions was not found.

Hypothesis

ArU'ii

II

been
owc.ents who report their mothers to have

closed minded.
ested with a 3 X 2 factorial
Hyi>othesis II was tes

no
aualysia

oi'

This analysis was set

variance'.

manner identical to
one three level,

tlie

test tor llypotiiesis

uiJ

1.

in a

Aj^ain,

independent variable representint4 three
'

styles of parent int^ and one two level, independent variable representing- the sex of participants were used.

Dogmatism Scale scores formed the dependent variable.
The groups for the parenting style variable were created

exactly as they were for Hypotiiesis

ception being

tliat

1,

with the one ex-

factor scores for mothers were used.

The means and standard deviations for these groups are
reported in Table

4.

Two cases were rejected from the

analysis because of incomplete data.

J

Table

11

4

Mei\ns and Standai'd Deviation Scoi’es for
Hypothesis II Parenting; Style Groups

Pai'enting Style Groups

Group

Mothers' Behavior
Unspecified

1;

All

(N=153)
(N=110)

Males

Females

Group

2:

(N=43)

(N=15)

Males

(N=13)

Females
3;

148.22

25.75

149.35

25.67

145.37

26.04

145.40

19.04

156.85

18.80

138.50

16.26

132.21

18.41

128.33

23.24

135.13

14.87

Rejecting and Demanding Mothers
All

Group

Dogmatism Scale Scores
Standard Deviation
Mean

(N=2)

Loving and Casual
Mothers
All

(N=14)

Males

Females

(N=6)

,

(N=8)

5

1

1

2

\

The analysis of Hypothesis

11

did

sitiiiificant differences (see Table 5).

lujt

reveal any

However,

the

main ei'fecl of Parenting- Style Groups approached significance (£ =’.06S), and since the analysis of variance

employed for this test is the most conservative contained
in the statistical
a

program that was used for the study,

second, slightly less conservative, analysis was per-

foi’med.

llsing

the hierarchical approach,

Parenting Style Groups first,

a

that main effect was found

<

and entei ing

significant F ratio for
.05).

Sex of participants

identical
and the interaction effect maintained their
A post hoc comparison,

insignificant F ratios.

Table

using the

5

Analysis
Hyi)Othesis 11; Summary of Two-Way
of Variance
SS

df

Source

Parenting Style
Groups (A)
Sex of Participants
(B)

Interaction (A X B)
Error
Total

F

MS

2

3384. 058

1692.029

2.731

1

476.185

476.185

.768

O

751.215

375.607

.606

176

109061.002

619.665

181

114353

.

.

.

out to
6, was carried
Table
in
reported
and
Scheffe Test
differences
groups the significant
tliscover between which

An F

Illy.

viiliu'

si^niricance
table,

at

allbout;ii

and

3

Llie

criLei’Lon.

i;.\f.oocl

(5.10 wa.s

i

l.lu)

.00

the'

c'.Diiipa r

apjjroac'hed si

t>,n i f

As min

li.'vc'l.

i

i

cance

,

none of

of Schefle Test

l^arenting Style Groups

tlie

flie

ilu!

G

for Hypothesis

II

F

to 2

.8411

2

to 3

5.7518

1

to 3

5.3047

11

from

comparisons met

1

Hypothesis
style of

scini

be?

iicliievi?

son of the means of Groui)s 2

Table
Siimmai'y

nocussn ry to

was not supported as the parenting

participants' mothers was not found to re-

mindedness.
late significantly to their open or closed
A

trend in

tlie

predicted direction was discernible, how-

to each other,
ever, which suiit?estK that, when compared
are markedly different
the two idenlilied parentina styles
spawn: open minded when
in the kind of adolescents they

and moderately
mothers are highly loving, highly casual
minded when mothers are
to highly attentive and closed
and moderately to
highly re.jecting, highly demanding

highly

III

tcMil ivo.

^

1

Hypothesis

M

11

Adolescents who report tlieir })urenLs to have liad a
relationship vvliich was essentially equal along the
dimensions of consistency of parental beliavior,
education, occupation, and decision making power
will be more open minded tluin adolescents who report tlieir parents' relationship did not have
this quality.
A 2 X 2 factorial analysis of variance was used

to test this hypothesis.

Dogmatism Scale scores formed

he dependent variable; parental relationship type and

1

i,ex

of participants were the independent variables.

The

two levels of pai'ental relationship type reflected the

presence or absence of essential equality along the stated
dimensions: consistency of parental behavior, education,

occupation, and decision making power (CEOD).

The cri-

teria for determining if an adolescent's parents had a

CEOD or a non-CEOD relationship are explained in Appendix
C.

The means and standard deviations for this variable

are reported in Table

7.

The analysis of Hypothesis III failed to find
interesting
significance for the main effects, although an
did occur (see
and unpredicted, significant interaction
seen
When this interaction is graphed, it is
Table 8).

mindedness in
that a parental dyad contributes to open
is associated
males, while for females such a relationship
with closed mindedness (see Figure 5).

t
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Table' 7

Means and Standard Deviation Se:ores Tor
Parental Relationship Types
Dogma ism Scale Scores
Mean
Standard Deviation

Parental Reia t ionsliip Type

Non-CEOD

.

All (R=162)

148.05

24 08

Males (N=114)
Females (N=48)

150.56

24 08

142.08

23.26

AIL (N=22)

141 18

31

Males (N=17)

136.29

30.65

Females (N=5)

157.80

33.57

.

.

CEOD
.

Table

.

87

8

Hypothesis III; Summary of Two -Way Analysis
of Variance
df

Source
Parental Relationship
Type (A)
Sex of Participants (B)

Interaction (A X B)
Error
Total
*p =

.025

SS

MS

F

1

1012.9

1012.9

1.65

1

1097.8

1097.8

1.79

1

3117.0

3117.0

5.08*

180

110486.1

183

115614.4

613.81

.

140-

O

Females

Q

Non-CEOD
CEOD
Relationship Type

Figure

5.

Interaction oi parental relationship type and
sex oi adolescents.

Hypothesis III was not supported as parental

relationship type was not shown to relate significantly
to open mindedness.

An unexpected significant interaction

was found, however, indicating that males whose parents
had a CEOU relationship were more open minded than those
wliose parents had a non-CEOD relationship,

and that the

opposite was true for females.
Hypothesis IV
The parenting style of mother will outweigh that
of fatlier in I’elation to open and closed minded—
ness
multiThis hypothesis was tested using stepwise
scores as
ple regression analysis with Dogmatism Scale
parenting factors
ihe dependenl variable and the three
(tor mother and

ic;r

father) as the independent variables.

the mother factors
One analysis was performed entering

1

l)ol'c)i‘e

Lho

l

aLhcu'

I'acLors and Lliis arrangetiiun

L

was

IH

la*-

vorsed for a second analysis (see Tabl(; 9).
In

Lhe inifial analysis, when inoLlier iactors wei’e

entered first, the Attention and Lhe Casual-Demanding
factors achieved significance and eifected

Square change.

a

notable U

The Loving-Rejecting factor, although

only approaching significance (p = .087), also caused

substantial R Square change.
tliJ'ee

that,

Taken as a group, these

mother parenting factors produced

ficant F ratio.

a

a

highly signi-

Looking at the father factors, we see

taken as a group, they too produced a significant

F ratio

— although

not as significant as the mother fac-

tors— but individually they did

not.

Furthermore, the

R Square changes brought about by the father factors

were negligible compared to changes in that measure
caused by the mother factors.
factors
In the second analysis, when the father

significance,
were entered first, none of them brought
nor did they as a group.

Yet, when the mother factors

group a significant
were entered, they again produced as a
only the Casual-Demanding
F ratio--although individually

factor achieved significance.
value found for
The clearly greater predictive
supports the hypothesis that
U.c mother parenting factors
outwelghts that of father
Lhe parenting style of mother
in

mindedness.
relation to open and closed
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i

s V

lleligion and rel
Ly will be positively
lated to closed inindedness in adolescents.
A 5 X 4 X 2

i-e-

factorial analysis of varianc;e was

used to test this hypothesis.

formed the dependent variable.
wei’e

2(J

Do^iiiatistn

Scale scores

The independent variables

religion (Catholic, Protestant, Jewish, other and

not religious) and religiosity (above average, average,

less than average and non-practicing), as determined

from background questions 43 and 44, and sex of participants.

No significant main effects or interactions were

obtained
Hypothesis V was not supported.
Hypothesis VI

Birth order will be related to open and closed
mindedness in adolescents; first borns will be
more closed minded than middle and last borns,
last borns will be more open minded than middle
and first borns.
was used
A 2 X 3 factorial analysis of variance
to test this hypothesis.

Dogmatism Scale scores formed

the dependent variable.

Birth order and sex of partici-

pants were the independent variables.

Participants who

were placed in one
wore the oldest child in their family
and youngest in a thud
group, middle children in a second
responses to background questions
as determiiuKl from

through 50.

or interactions
No significant main effects

.
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rosul ted

Hypothesis VI was not

supp(ji-ted.

Hypothesis VII

Adolescent males will be more closed minded than
adolescent females.
In the five analyses of vai'iance performed to

test the various research hypotheses, sex was included
as an independent variable to investigate its influence

on the factors under study.

In no instance was a sig-

nificant F ratio obtained for the sex variable.

Hypothesis VII was not supported.

.

C

II

A P T E

li

V

UIECUSSION
This chapter will begin with a sununary ol the

dissertation including
Next,

a

statement of its limitations.

conclusions that can be inferred from the findings

will be discussed.

Finally, the implications of the

study will be considered.
Summary

The purpose of this dissertation was to identify

adolescents with personalities characterized by Protean
process and to learn something about what influenced
their i)ersonal development.

An ex post facto, quasi-

experimental study was proposed and implemented for this

purpose
Protean process, as Lifton (1967, 1973, 1974) describes it, was determined to be too rarefied
for study,

a concept

and was redefined in terms of what existing

personality theories, particularly self-concept theory,

offered in regard to the mechanisms of personal change.
This approach resulted in the choosing ol Rokeach
(1954,

1960)

s

framework of the open and closed mind as the

and
variable for study, operationalized as dogmatism

measured by the Dogmatism Scale

.
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1

'1

iiieiilal

lio

1 uiii

i

1

y

solc'ctod

wiis

inliutnico Lo bo exuinined,

Mtj

Lho

and

Uuvoltjp—

luc’us ol

Llio

2:i

lajiiiliiil

i'uc-

tors of pai'onLiiig style, maternal versus paLei’nal in-

fluence, religion and religiosity,

bii-Lli

order, and sex

of participants functioned as the independent variables.

Parenting style was assessed by Roe and Siegelman's
(19G3) Parent-Child Relationship Questionnaire

.

The

other independent variables were built from the participants'

answers to general background questions.
The participants for the study comprised the class
independent, secondary boarding schools.

of 1979 at two,

One school was all male,

the other,

all female.

age of these adolescents was 17.1 years.

The mean

The schools

were matched in terms of applicant selectivity, reputation
and educational philosophy, but were not of equal size.

This accounts for the fact that there were 131

males and

53 females in the total group.

three
The findings will now be discussed under the

major questions of the study:
to
Are different parenting styles related
open and closed mindedness?
1.

tIvt)o

thesi s

1

.

This hypothesis predicted that

their fathers to have
open minded adolescents wou Id report
and moderately to highly
been highly loving, highly casual
adolescents would reattentive ( LCA and closed minded
highly rejecting, highly
port their fathers to have been
)
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dt^nmnding' and modei-atoly

Lo highly aLLc'ntive (RDA).

IL

was found, using ANOVA, that adolescents fatheretl in an
LCA manner were significantly more open minded than

adolescents fathered in an RDA manner.

This data sup-

ported the hypothesis.
When adolescents fathered in the two specified

styles were compared to

a

third group of adolescents father-

ed in an unspecified manner,

the remaining part icipants

,

the

degree of their open and closed mindedness, respectively,
was not significantly different.

Apparently, this third

group, where the style of fathers' parenting could assume
a

variety of patterns, contained a large number of fathers

whose parenting came close to meeting the criteria for
assignment to either of the two unspecified groups.

Thus

at the upper end of the unspecified group were adolescents

whose fathers approached being LCA.

At the lower end

were adolescents whose fathers approached being RDA.

It

parented
can be surmised that the "almost” LCA fathers

adolescents who were "almost" as open minded as those
were enough
parented by the LCA fathers. Apparently there
in the unspeciof these "almost" open minded adolescents
significance when that
fied fathering group to preclude
The same
group.
group was compared to the specified
significant difference
reasoning would explain the lack of
the unspecified group.
between the closed minded group and

\2ri

Anothoi’

signil'icant d

1

1’

lactor

Llial.

likely eon Li’ bu Led Lo the ini

lerences between the speed

l

ied gi-oups and

the unspecii' ied group relates to the statistieal analysis.

The unspeeified group was
two other groups.

inueh

larger than either of the

This would give it more; power in the

analysis, and complicate the achieving of significance.

liy) 3

othesis

II

.

This hypothesis predicted the

same relationships between parenting style and open and

closed mindedness as did Hypothesis
it was the

vestigated.

I,

only in this case

parenting style of mother that was being in-

Significance was not achieved; however,

a

comparison of the two specified parenting style groups
showed a trend that suggested LCA mothers are more likely
to have open minded children and RDA mothers are more

likely to have closed minded children.

The identification

significance can
of a trend rather than the achievement of
be interpreted as a rejection of the hypothesis.

Another

the most
possibility is that within this group of mothers

moderation.
commonly assumed parenting style was one of
and little chance
This would result in little variability
Assuming this is true, mothers
for gaining significance.

parenting style
assigned to either of the two specified
criteria for inclusion—
groups would have "just” met the
at the low end of that
LCA mothers would be clustered
clustered at the high
and RDA mothers would be

continuum

1

Olid

ol

Lliroe

LliuL

continuum.

'I'licM-o I'o

discrete and bi’oad ranges

distribution would

liave

I'atlier

,

ol’

cuLhor

Llian

having

parenting style, the

been more normal.

It must also be noted

the

ro

2G

tliat,

parentiiig. style groups,

as was the case with
the small numbers in

the two specified mothering groups was a statistical

obstacle to reaching significance.
hypothesis 111

.

Tiiis

hypothesis predicted that

adolescents whose parents had a CEOD relationship would be

more open minded than adolescents whose parents had
CEOD relationship.
tal

a non-

CEOD was used here to describe paren-

dyads that were essentially equalitarian along the

dimensions of consistency of parental behavior, education,
occupation, and decision making power.

The hypothesis

was not supported by the data.
It

design factors
is possible that statistical and

reach signifimight have contributed to the failure to
than the
The CEOD parenting group was smaller
cance.
non-CEOD
if a large number of the
noii-CEOD gi'oup.

Also,

CEOD proportions, an
parental dyads were of approKimately
design, the two
not controlled for in the

eventuaUty

different to allow
groups would not have been sufficiently
relaimpact of a CEOD parental
a clean analysis ot the
marriage. This latter
tionship on the children of the

possibility

is

unlikely, however.
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AlLliouf^li

CEOl) pai'ental

nificaiit,

occur.
liad

a

I'e

Llie

I

main

el'lcctti

at ionsh i p on dogiiiaLism wore noL si^;-

an iiiLereslin^ and unpredictod interaction did

The inteiaiction indicated

tiuit

males whose parents

CEOD rela t ionsliip wore, as hypothesized, more open

minded than those whose parents had

a

non-CEOD relation-

Females, on the other hand, seem to be iniluenced

ship.
i

a CLIOU versub u nun-

ol'

n t he

opposi te direction

parents

i-ela

t

ionsli ip

beini:;

was CEOD.

more closed minded if their
This result will be dis-

cussed in the section on conclusions.
Is the parenting of mother more important than
that of father in relation to open and closed mind-

2.

edness?

Hypothesis IV

.

This hypothesis was designed to

answer the second research question and it predicted that
tlie

parenting style of mother would outweigh that of

father.

The multiple regression analysis performed to

that
test Hypothesis IV strongly supported the prediction

the influence of motlier is dominant.

appear Lo be inconsistent

This outcome could

with the established signifi-

insignificance of
cance of father's parenting style and
of the first two
mol tier's as demonstrated by the analyses

hypotheses.

However,

in

those cases discrete parenting

were compared to
styles were being examined: mothers
compared to fathers according to
.not hers and fathers were
specified behavioral patterns
their conformity fo certain

The

resLii la desci'ibed

compared moLliers to

here come from
al

Iditliei’s,

1

ati

iinaiysia

molliera Lo al

no matLer what parenting style they assumed.

fathers who conform to one of

tlie

1

t.hal.

faLhc‘rs

Aj^parently

specified pai’enting

styles will, in some instances, influence the development
of open or closed mindedness.

As a group,

however,

tlieir

influence on the open and closed minded paradigm is oversliadowed by that of their spouses.
Tlie

analysis of Hypotheis IV also showed that

while the aggregate of mother parenting factors (LovingRejecting, Casual-Demanding and Attention) was significant,
only

tlie

Casual-Demanding factor was significant by it-

This suggests that this factor has the greatest

self.

impact on open and closed mindedness.

What cannot be

determined from this analysis is which end of the Casualand
Demanding continuum correlates with open mindedness
if indeed
which end correlates with closed mindedness, or

the relationship is more complicated.

However, the

indicated
analyses of the parenting style hypotheses
and demandcasualness is most related to open mindedness
mindedness.
ingness is most related to closed
of the
Another explanation for the salience
could be the "purest"
casual -Demanding iactor is that it

from the Paren^Jiild
of the three factors that emerge
sigAs such, it could gain
Kelat onship Questionnaire
readily than the other factors.
.

i

uilicance more

1
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Are the major I'amilial laotoi’s of roli^^ion and
bii'lh order and sex roles relateil to
open and closed mindedness?
3.

I'o

1

ig'iosi fy

,

llypolliesis V

Tliis

.

hypothesis predicted that the

participants' religious affiliation and degree ol de-

votion would be positively related to closed mindedness.

Since there were no significant relationships between
these factors and closed mindedness, the hypothesis was
j-ejected.

Again,

it

is possible that the design contri-

Participants were ordered according

buted to this outcome.
to

their religion (five possibilities) and their level

of practice (four possibilities).

This resulted in small

numbers in the cells of the ANOVA which reduced the power
of

tlie

analysis.

Hypothesis VI

This hypothesis predicted that

.

and
first borns would be more closed minded than middle

open minded
last borns and that last borns would be more
than middle and first borns.

The analysis of the data

did not support these predictions.
fore,

In this study,

there-

open or
birth order was not found to influence
to
Here, Uie cells ol the ANOVA used

cloaed miiidcdness.
lest

Llie

(first
hypothesis were busically of equal size

horns, N=5d; middle horns, N=67
Thus,

;

last borns, N=64).

appears sound.
the rejection of the hypothesis
hYii othesis

VI

.

that
This hypothesis predicted

1

uu

adoiuytioiU inalos would be more flosed mindi.'d than adoles-

cent Icimales.

The data did not support

Convincingly, sex never emerged as

a

tills

sign i

f

i

prediction.
c;ant

main

effect in any of the ANOVAs performed to test the hypotheses in this study.

This summary of the dissertation study will con-

clude by noting the limitations.
conceptual.

The first of these was

The position was taken that the general

characteristic of open mindedness is perhaps the best
indicator of the ability to function well in a climate
of flux.

Some might have found this choice of criterion

too broad, preferring the focus to have been on something

more specific such as good problem solving skills

— the

assumption being that multiplicity produces multiple
problems and those who can solve them will be at an advantage.

Certainly the ability to resolve complex problems

is going to be an important asset for the person of the

future.

Wliat

has been asserted here, however, is that

open mindedness is the sina qua non for successful problem

resolution because problem solving is a trait and open
permindedness reters to the organization of the kind of

sonality most likely to possess it.

Furthermore, since

other necesopen mindedness presumably also encompasses
the future, this
sary traits for adaptive functioning in

larger concept was selected for study.

methodological
The other limitations were of a

.

iia

The

Lure

iiios L

sei'ious

study's participants

.

el'

Lliese

was a luiuiLion el

These individuals

select group of adc^lescen ts

,

Llie

wej*e a v(jry

coming Irom elite, pi-ivate

schools and from families in the middle and upper socio-

economic strata of the population.

Being

tlius

unrepre-

sentative of their larger peer group, the findings derived
from their data can only be generalized to adolescents

with similar demographic referents.

Also, using such a

select and, as was discovered, homogeneous group raises
the possibility that there will not be sufficient range

within the independent and dependent variables to achieve
significant relationships.

In fact,

a

number of signi-

ficant relationships were achieved which strengthens the

findings of the study.
Pai'enting data came from the retrospective self-

reports of the adolescent participants.
pai-eiital

Recollected

behavior is subject to distortion which may be

or the
deliberate (the wish to make a parent look good
unintentional
unwillingness to share painful memories) or

defense might result in un(a characteristic personality
Yet, as was documented in

witting misrepresentation).

gained respectaChapter III, retrospective reports have
information. Furbility and produced valuable research
states, "A child's percepth.jniiore, as Schaefer (1965)
Ll.ni

of his parents'

to his
behavior may be more related

behavior of his parents."
adjustment than is the actual

;
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Tliia

study was also

1

iini

Led because ot its desi^in

which was ex post facto and non- on^i tud nai
J

i

.

In ex post

facto I’esearcli it is never possible to know if some otlier

variable so influenced the main effects as to eclipse the
independent variables under study.

However, definitive

findings were not sought; the variables studied were

viewed as influences, and conclusions are advanced in the
form of conditional statements.

In regard to the non-

longitudinal nature of the design, time constraints pre-

cluded a long term study.
Finally, this study was limited by the decision
to examine the family,

and especially the parents, to the

exclusion of other important influences on the emerging
open or closed self-system.

These other influences

the family
surely demand scrutiny, but it was felt that

deserved priority.
Conclusions
follow the same
The discussion of conclusions will
that is, the concluformat as the summary of the study,
three major research
sions will be considered under the

questions
related to open
Are different parenting styles
and closed mindedness?
suggested that open minded
The Uterature review
The
and casual parents.
adolescents would have loving
1,

1 [i'J

two qualities,

studied individually and in combination,

tended to be iound in the backf^i’ounds oi cliildren who

possessed

tlie

kind of attributes readily associated with

an open self-system.

For example,

it was reported that

lovinti parents rear cliildren with liigh self esteem (see

Conger,

1973),

and Epstein, Kelly and Rokeach maintain

that high self esteem must be at the center of the self-

system for the elaborated construct hierarchy to be permeable.

When loving parents are also casual, their

children are creative and independent (e.g., see Becker,
Both these attributes are allied with open mind-

1964).

edness

.

On the other hand,
II

the literature cited in Chapter

indicated that rejecting and demanding parents would

adolescents.
be found in the backgrounds of closed minded
It was

reported that demanding parents stifle flexibility

in problem solving (e.g.,

see Mussen

,

Conger & Kagan,

parents spawn
1969) and that very demanding, or harsh,

authoritarianism (see Frenkel-Brunswik

,

1954).

regard to pre
The literature was not helpful in
correlate with any
dieting how the attention factor would
which
No antecedent studies exist
level of dogmatlera.
Thus, for the
relationship.
have sought to examine that
attention was held conpurposes of the present study,
of parenting style at a
stant for both specified patterns
behavior
It was reasoned that
level of moderate to high.

1

the other two realms under

ill

had a
it

t;r eater

i

lives

t

'M

i^al ion would have

impact, and hence be more amenabie to study,

the parents had been moderately to hii^hiy attentive

than it they had been unattentive.
In this study,

the tindings tor fathers were con-

sistent with what was suggested by previous research.

Open minded adolescents reported their tathers to have
been highly loving, highly casual and moderately to highly attentive.

Closed minded adolescents reported their

fathers to have been highly rejecting, highly demanding
and moderately to highly attentive.

These results tenta

influence
tively indicate that how a child is fathered can

personality.
the eventual organization of his/her

problematic
The findings for mothers are more
discovered.
because no significant relationships were
Ratlier,

suggested by the lite
a trend in the directions

ature emerged.

first necTo interpret this trend it is

homogeneity of parenting
essary to refer to the greater
Th y p
study group.
style evinced by mothers in the
^The homogeneity of maternal
g^^^eL^obfathers
been referred to a number of
participants'
of
served that this was not true
range
broader
who were portrayed as ,^^^g^|^gppepancy might be a function
parenting behavioi
nf the mothers in the
Forty-four perce
of practice.
„..poumablv engaged primarstudy group were
househusLnds were identh
Only
rearing.
child
parenting,
in
ily
were doing^a^lot^o^^ I
thereby
Mothers,
tiboa.
^
and with repetition com
should be borne in
(It
y
sion toward the mean
presumably normal
^ pi
mothers otj a
were
these
that
mind here

/

.

'

,

]

narrow range

seiiLtid a

oJ'

establishing signiiicant
tliat

35

behaviors, and with such a group
I'ol

a

L

ionsli i ps

is difiicult.

It

is taken into consideration and it is recognized as

well that

tlie

discovered trend is consistent

the

witli

literature and that the same hypotheses were supported for
the spouses of these mothers,

it becomes reasonable to

conclude that the specified maternal parenting styles do
influence
It

tlie

development of open and closed mindedness.

is also possible that some other pattern of

maternal behavior was more influential than either of
those studied.

This is an interesting possibility be-

cause if it were verified, it would represent a challenge
Another

to what previous research has led one to expect.

possibility is that no pattern of maternal style may be
related to €3ither open or closed mindedness.

However,

was shown
this is not likely because mother's parenting
father's in relation to all levels of dogmato outweigh

tism,

different
and it is logical that the impact of

styles of mothering would be differentiated.
an equalitarian
This study's failure to establish
of open mindedness
parental relationship as a correlate
literature and speculation
is at variance with what the

leads one to expect.

supposition
Both these sources of

such.^they^woul^
,roup of adolescents^ AS
y
variations in paienting
Thnc?
it is pro—
beexaminints the mothering of
patented
Ihey
practice,
posed that mothers were more
lack g P
fathers, '"lacking
cause they were more Practiced, styl
evinced greater variability
’

m

.

.
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suggest that an environment conducive to the development
of an open self-system would be produced if there were

parental equality in the selected dimensions (consistency
of parental behavior, education, occupation, and decision

making power

— CEOD)

.

However, it is likely that the

failure to find a significant correlation between the

independent and dependent variables was more an artifact
of the study's design than a reflection of the presence

or absence of such a correlation.

For instance, it would

have been useful to know what the parenting style of the

CEOD dyads was.
ing?

Were they highly loving or highly reject-

Demanding or casual?

Not knowing this,

possible to determine the salience of

a

it

is im-

CEOD parental re-

parentlationship as an influence; it might have eclipsed

other
ing style, potentiated it or interacted in some

unforeseen manner.

Also, the criteria for assigning

was not
parental dyads to the CEOD and non-CEOD groups

sufficiently profound.

Certainly, the requirement that

spouses along the
there be essential equality between
was needed, however,
selected dimensions was correct. What
equality and an expanwere more sophisticated measures of
to include other aspects
sion of the research parameters
Additionally, the data
of the spouses' relationship.
spouses as well as from their
ought to have come from the

children
Gi veil

the caveats Just cited,

it is a compelling

finding-

that a CEOD parenla]

I’e

1

at ionsliip liad a signifi-

cantly diliei'ent effect on males than on I'emales, males

becoming more open minded and females, more closed minded.
It

is difficult to know what acc:ounted

for-

this result.

Perhaps males and females were treated differently in
these families.

The results might also reflect something-

more subtle such as how the parents were perceived by
their children.

In this vein,

one can speculate that the

mothers of the CEOD dyads were viewed by the children as
being- very assertive.

As women working in the professions

and at the upper levels of the business world where men

have traditionally held the reins of power, they would
have needed to be assertive to survive, much less prosper.

4

Their daughters might, using them as models, have become

assertive themselves, and assertiveness sometimes necessitates a kind of tunnel vision,

a

resolute attention to

an objective that might look like and be measured as closed

mindedness.

^

The sons of these same assertive women,

^The data indicated that the spouses in the CEOD
dyads were professionals or upper level business people.
^The speculation that adolescent daughters of
assertive women who are experimenting with assertiveness
themselves might be measured as closed minded raises a
Is
question about the validity of the Dogmatism Scale.
e
e
discrimina
the instrument sufficiently sensitive to
consequent
tween the focused intensity which is sometimes
to assertive behavior and the more global,
studies
peculiar to closed mindedness? Additional validity
this question.
of the scale need to be done to answer
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their mothers breaking; culiural stereotypes, mit;ht

aet.>int4'

liave

1

iicorporateil

in

theii' se

concerning: gender identity.

could

l\ave

precipitated

a

1

i-sys t o‘ms brciader constructs

Tlu'se constinicts

in

turn

construct hierarchy not bound

by the constraining belie! that some behaviors are femin-

ine and some masculine.

The possessor of such a self-

system would have access to a greater range of behaviors
and would likely have other attributes qualifying him to
be labeled open minded.
It

is also possible that

was a chance finding.

the interactional effect

This more simple interpretation

has credence because the result in question goes against
the grain of otlier studies that show daughters of working

mothers to be less bound by conventional notions of female
behavior, an attitude that one would expect would correlate with open mindedness.

In any case,

any conclusion

parental
in regard to the influence of an equalitarian
awaits
relationship on any level of children's dogmatism

additional research in this area.
than

important
Is the parenting of mother more
closed mindand
open
that of father in re lation to

2.

edness?
The finding that mother

's

parenting is of consid-

father's as concerns the
erably greater consequence than
closed self “System is
child's ai-iiuisition of an open or

i:i9

consistent with previous research in the field of personality devei opinen L

.

It

luis

been observed that when parents

engage their very young children,
to fairly stereotyped patterns.

tliey

do so according

Mothers cari-y out care-

taking responsibilities and fathers tend to become playful (Parke

8c

O'Leary,

1976).

the child gi’ows older (Lamb,

that

thcj

These patterns persist as
1978).

It can be assumed

mothers and fathers in the study group evinced

these role defined behaviors.

Therefore, because con-

sistent caretaking is more likely than play to significantly influence the structure (open or closed) of the evolving

personality,

it

is logical that there would be a higher

correlaiion between mother's parenting style and dogmatism
than between father's parenting style and dogmatism.

This interpretation is strengthened by citing the
which
attention factor scores for mothers and fathers
parents as being
show that the participants perceived their
identical
equally attentive. The scores were virtually
and 20.12 (5.33)
for mothers and fathers, 22.28 (4.5)
leads to the conclusion that care-

respectively.

This

in equal amounts
taking attention and playful attention
with the former more
have different effects on children,
a

self-system.
shaping influence on the emerging
discussion
comment about the finding under
A

last

maternal Influence and
concerns the relnt ionsliip between
in
Forty-tour percent of the mothers
maternal presence.

.

MO
the study group woi'e ropoi'tod lo have hold jobs

prolessionas or in

(,he

upper reaches of

Llui

in

the

business

Another 12% also worked full-time, howevei’ not

world.

in such higli level positions.

Although

tlie

data were

not collected in such a manner as to provide information

about wlien mothers began working,

these figures suggest

that many of these mothers were not readily accessible
to their children,

certainly not in the way they would

have had they been full-time housewives.
tliat

Thus,

the fact

the participants experienced mother as the dominant

parent supports the claim that parental influence seems
quantitato stem from its qualitative and not from its
tive aspects
In summary the finding of this study regarding
,

fathering on
the differential influence of mothering and
evidence
children's dogmatism should be interpreted as
traditionally expressed
that the kind of parenting behavior
development.
by mothers shapes personality

That this

oi fathers (see
kind of behavior is within the repertoire
want to have a greater
Lamb, 1976) indicates that if men
they must realImpact on their children's development,
parents by actuating behaviors
ize their lull potential as

that heretofore have lay dormant.
of religion and
Are the major familial factorsroles related to
religiosity, birth order and sex
open and closed mi ndedness?
relationdata to establish a
Tlie failure of the
3.

141

ship between dogmatism and the participants' religious

aifiliation and degree of devotion seems

position cited in the literature review

Lo
tliat

confirm the
neither

religion nor devotion are variables that can be studied
in isolation (see Kilpatrick,

Rather,

it was

Sutker

&,

Sutker,

1970).

recommended that geographic region, sex

of congregant and similar attributes be taken into account

when the impact of religion on some other variable is
being investigated.
In this study,

the participants came from a social

class that tends to make religion more a social endeavor
than an ontological one.

Furthermore, they were indivi-

duals of high intelligence who early in their lives were

conceivably woed away from mystical religion by more
"rational" disciplines such as science or humanism.
Self ratings indicated that only 16% of the participants

considered their families to have been "above average
in devoutness, with an equal number stating their family

was "not religious."

Of the remaining 65%, half rated

half
their family's degree of devoutness as "average" and
as "less than average."

Clearly, religion was not at the

center of tiiese individuals'

lives which suggests that the

have flavored
belief set associated with religion would not

meaningful extent.
their construct hierarchies to any
and religiosity
Thus, it is not surprising that religion
organization of the
were not found to have influenced the
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pai'tici])ants'
IL

sel f-sys teiius

.

was stated in the llter’ature i*eview that re-

search on the effects of birtli order on otlier factors
does not support birtii order theoi’y.
this study support that position.

The findings of

Hypothesis VI was

based on the birth order profiles postulated by Adler,
Toman and others.

The fact that the designated birth

orders of first, middle and last were not found to relate to the predicted levels of dogmatism must be seen
as another empirical refutation of these theoretical pro-

files.
It

could be that birth order as a variable is like

religion and cannot be used alone as

sonality characteristics.

a

predictor of per-

Other modifying factors must

be entered into the investigative equation.

Here,

homogeneity of the study's participants suggest
tion for clarification of the findings.

the

a direc-

Some basis is

provided for excluding birth order as a significant influence on the personality of intelligent children from
two-parent, middle and upper-middle class families.
ever,

How-

these factors were not built into the study's design

informing
vis-a-vis birth order and must only be seen as

further reserach.
as
The cultural stereotype that portrays males

that has in
more closed minded than females, a stereotype
Alter & White,
past been sustained by research (see

the

143

waa discon f innod by this study.

i9(iG),

five points

lii{j;her

Males scored only

on the Dogmatism Scale than females

(148 versus 143) which was a very insignificant elevation.

Additionally, these scores were solidly in the middle of
the D scale range.

Future studies with this instrument

will tell us if a changing culture is producing more open

minded males or of the group represented here is exceptional

.

Implications
The findings of this study have implications for

practice and for research.

Practice

.

Parents who accept the dissertation's premise

that open minded individuals will be those who function

best in the inevitable climate of flux that lies in the

future can use this study's findings to inform their child

rearing behavior.
casual,

By being highly loving and highly

they will be creating a matrix for their child's

acquisition of an open self-system.
To advocate that parents be highly loving and
liiglily

casual is fairly consistent with prior thinking

about child rearing practices.

Certainly, child devel-

highly
opment theorists have encouraged parents to be
loving.

Parents have also been advised to be casual,

high casualness
although this study's recommendation of

1^14

perliaps tioes iarthor in that direction than others have

suggested.

A recent trend in the literature,

however,

appears to be advancing a new and in some ways antithetical position.

Wright (1980) and Silberman and Wheelan

(1980) prescribe child rearing behaviors that are grounded
in assertiveness.

Parents are told that they have a

riglit

and an obligation to be firm, and that they must "use the

power they naturally possess as adults."

Unlike the

techniques of parent effectiveness training (P.E.T.)

popularized by Gordon (1970), the methods these authors
describe do not rely on compromise and negotiation.
Before commenting further on this emerging per-

spective in parent education, a parallel perspective in

psychotherapy will be considered.
Within the field of psychotherapy there is a

growing interest in treating not individuals but whole
families, and of those who write about how this should be
done,

several advocate direct intervention to change

dysfunctional behavior.

Minuchin, who espouses a struc-

is perhaps
tural or systems approach to family pathology,

the most representative of these theorists.

A rudimentary

family's
intervention made by Minuchin is to support the
to establish
hierarchy or, if a hierarchy does not exist,
affirming
This entails empowering the parents by
one.
exercise control over
their authority and their need to
is deemed
The exercising of such control
Uieir children.
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by its nature to involve a struggle.

Parents cannot protect and guide without at the
same time controlling and restricting.
Children
cannot grow and become individuated without rejecting and attacking. The process of socialization is inherently conflictual. (Minuchin, 1974,
p.

58)

As a matter of course, structural family therapists push

for a kind of behavior from parents that could be labeled

"demanding."

Thus,

it

would seem that they, with the

parent educators cited, are supporting parenting practices
that this study found to be antithetical to the develop-

ment

oJ’

open mindedness.

However, a careful look at the

structuralists and the "parent power" educators reveals
the contradictions between their position and this study's
to be somewhat more subtle.
It will be recalled that demanding parenting was

equated with, among other things, many restrictions,
rigid insistence on neatness and the inhibiting of

aggression (see Conger, 1973).

The family therapy and

emphasizing
parenting approaches under discussion, while
do not
firmness and the legitimacy of adult authority,

that fall into
encourage such extreme behaviors as those
high use
"demanding" category. But they do eschew
the

making and similar pracof reason, democratic decision
"casual" parenting.
tices that are characteristic of
structural family therapy
Therefore, it would appear that
subscribe to a view of good
and "parent power" methods

parenting that implies behavior in the middle
range of
the Casual-Demanding continuum.

study

s

On the basis oi this

findings, such a view is not conducive to

tlie

advancement of parenting practices that will spawn open

minded children.
On a more general level of parenting practice,

this dissertation suggests that fathers need to assume

child rearing behaviors that have traditionally been re-

garded as only within the repertoire of mothers.

By

taking on more of the nurturing and caretaking functions
of parenting,

fathers will have a greater influence on

whether their child develops an open or closed mind.

Research

.

A number of questions were raised by this

dissertation that indicate directions for future study:
1.

The portion of the study that examined speci-

fied parenting styles and maternal versus paternal in-

fluence on dogmatism needs to be replicated with another
group of participants.

This sample should be more repre-

sentative of the adolescent stratum of the general population whicli will allow greater generalizability of the
findings.

It

will be important to determine if the

specified paternal parenting styles maintain their significant relationship to dogmatism and if the trend dis-

covered for the maternal parenting styles becomes significant or disappears.

Additionally, if maternal parenting

147

style persists in having greater influence than paternal

parenting style on the development of dogmatism, it would
be useful to know how comprehensive

impact is.

tiiat

differentiated

For instance, one interesting question, among

many, that should be answered is. Can the influence of a

father whose parenting style assumes one of the patterns

shown to encourage open or closed mindedness be neutralized
or overpowered by a spouse with an opposing style?
2.

The influence of an equalitarian parental re-

lationship on children's dogmatism should be examined in
a study that

better operationalizes equality and uses a

more representative sample.
more symmetrical

,

As marriages change and become

the impact of this change on the person-

ality of the children of these marriages needs to be more
fully understood.

The findings presented here suggest

that logical speculation about how children are influenced
by this type of parental relationship might not be borne

y

out by empirical study.
3.

A study using the Parent-Child Relationship

Questionnaire should be designed which will determine
that
where firm, executive parental behavior falls on
as mentioned
instrument's Causal-Demanding continuum. Also,

Scale needs to
earlier, a validity study of the Dogmatism
distinguish between
be undertaken to see if the scale can

assertive behavior and closed mindedness.
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TheOScdle
The following Is a study of what the general public thinks and feels about
number of Important social and personal questions.
The best answer to each
statement below Is your personal oplnlm
We have tried ‘.o cover many different
and opposing points of view; you may find yourself agreeing strongly with some
of the statements, disagreeing just as strongly with others, and perhaps uncertain about others; whether you agree or disagree with any statement, you can
be sure that many people feel the same as you do.
a

.

Mark each acatement on the anuwer sheet
you agree or disagree with it. Use the
0; I AGREK A LITTLE
5; I
1: I AGREE ON THE \/110L£
4: I
2:
AGRJE VliRY MUCH
5: I

1

.

accordiiig to hov; much
following scale:

DIGAGHEE

A LITTLE
DICulGREE ON THE 1/HOLE
DISAGREE VERY MUCH

The United States and Russia have Just about nothing In common.

2.

The highest form of government Is a democracy and the highest form
of democracy is a government run by those who are most Intelligent.

3.

Even though freedom of speech for all groups is a worthwhile goal.
It Is unfortunately necessary to restrict the freedom of certain
political groups.

4.

It Is only natural that a person would have a much better acquaintance with Ideas he/she believes In than with Ideas he/she opposes.

5.

Humans on their own are helpless and miserable creatures.

6.

Funddn«ntally, the world we live In

7.

Host people Just don't give a “damn" for others.

Is a

pretty lonesome place.

9.

I'd like It If I could find someone who would cell me how to solve
my personal problems.
It Is only natural for a person to be rather fearful of the future.

10 .

There

U.

Unce

U.

Is
I

so much to be done and so little time to do It In.

get wound up In a heated discussion

1

Just can't stop.

14.

often find it necessary to repeat myself several
In a discussion
t1n«$ to make sure I am being understood.
generally become so absorbed In what I am
In a heated discussion
saying.
going to say that I forget to listen to what the others are
coward.
It Is better to be a dead hero than to be a live

15.

While

12 .

13.

I

I

Is

ambition
don't like to admit this even to myself, my secret
I
or
to beconw a great person, like Einstein, or Beethoven,

Shakespeare.
/...
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The 0 Scdle
Page 2
0:
1;

I

2:

I

I

AGREE A LITTLE
AGREE ON THE WHOLE
AGREE VERY MUCH

5:

4;
5:

I
1

I

DISAGREE A LITTLE
DISAGREE ON THE WHOLE
DISAGREE VERY MUCH

The main thing In life Is for a person to want to do something
Important.
17.

If given the chance
world.

18.

In the history of mankind there have probably been Just
of really great thinkers.

19.

There are a number of people
things they stand for.

20.

A person who does not believe In some great cause has not really
lived.

21.

It Is only when a person devotes him/herself to an Ideal or cause
that life becomes meaningful.

22.

Of all the different philosophies which exist In this world there
Is probably one which Is correct.

23.

A person who gets enthusiastic about too many causes Is likely to
be a pretty "wishy-washy" sort of person.

24.

To compromise with our political opponents Is dangerous because It
usually leads to the betrayal of our own side.

25.

When It comes to differences of opinion In religion we must be
careful not to compromise with those who believe differently from
the way we do.

26.

In times like these, a person must be pretty selfish if he/she
considers primarily his/her own happiness.

27.

The worst crime a person could commit Is to attack publicly the
people who believe In the same thing he/she does.

28.

In times like these It Is often necessary to be more on guard
against Ideas put out by people or groups In one's own camp than
by those In the opposing camp.
A group which tolerates too much differences of opinion among Its
uwn members cannot exist for long.

29.

I

would do something of great benefit to the

I

a

handful

have come to hate because of the

those who are for the

30.

There are two kinds of people In this world:
truth and those who are against the truth.

31.

My blood bolls whenever a person stubbornly refuses to admit
he/she's wrong.
A person who thinks primarily of his/her own happiness Is beneath

32.

33.

contempt.
Most of the Ideas which get printed nowadays aren't worth the
paper they are printed on.
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The 0 Scale
Page 3

34.

35.

0:
1t

I

2;

I

I

AGREE A LITTLE
AGREE ON THE WHOLE
AGREE VERY MUCH

5:

I
I

5i

I

DISAGREE A LITTLE
DISAGREE ON THE WHOLE
DISAGREE VERY MUCH

In chi s complicated world of ours the only
way we can know what'i
going on Is to rely on leaders or experts who can be
trusted.
It Is often desirable to reserve Judgment about
what's going on
until one has had a chance to hear the opinions of
those one
respects.

36.

In the long run the best way to live Is to pick
friends and
associates whose tastes and beliefs are the same as one's own.

37.

The present Is all too often full of unhappiness.
the future that counts.

38.

If a person Is to accomplish his/her mission In
life It Is sometimes necessary to gamble "all or nothing at all."

39.

Unfortunately, a good many people with whom I have discussed
Important social and moral problems don't really understand what's
going on.

40.

Most people Just don't know what's good for them.

trtrm

It Is only

——
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BACKGUOUMD INFQltMATION

41.

42,

2—
3—

0

your sex?
Male

1

Female

WVxat is

How 2—
old are you to the noai'esC year?
-0
14 or younger

—

1—15
16
17
4

43»

18 or older

In what religion were you raised?
0 Catholic

1—Protestant

1

5

—
44.

45.

Jewish
Other
No religion

Overall, how religious was your family in comparison to
other families?
0 Above average
1

average

2

somewhat less than average

3

not religious

Have you always lived vfith both parents?
0 yea
no; mother died
2

no;

3

no;

4

father died

separation or divorce, mother left home
no; separation or divorce, father left home
left home

5

I

6

other

———
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^6.

How old were you when the above incident happened?
0 not applicable

from zei'o to 3 years old
between 3 and 6
3—
3
between 6 and 10
between 10 and 14
'y
between 14 and 19

1

2

—

—

4?,

Do you have an older brother or brothers?
0 no

yaa, one brother

1

yea, two brothers

2

yes, thi'oe
yea, four or more

4

40.

Do you have a younger brother(a)?

0

no

1

one brother
two brothers

2

—

3

three
four or more

4

•

49 .

Do you have an older 3ister(a)?

0

no

1

yea, one slater

2

two sisters

3

three

U

30 ,

— four

or more

Do you have a younger sisterCa)?

0

no

1

yea, one sister

2
5

two sisters

— three

— four

or more

————
—
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0—

51.

WMch

youiiger

sibling is closest to you in age?

not applicable
1

brother

2

sister

52.

Which older sibling is closest to you in age?
0 not applicable
1
brother
2
aiater

53.

How are major family decisions made?
0 father mokes them all

mother makes them
and mother
3
father and mother
iv— Che entire family

1

0—father

2

all

make them, however in different areas
make them together
discusaea them and comes to a decision

5— other
54.

What level of education did your father complete?
2—
0 elementary school
1

4—high school
5—college

2

5
H

55.

— graduate

— not

school or professional school

applicable

What level of education did your mother complete?
elementary school
1
high school

college

2

^—graduate school or professional school

— not

H

56.

applicable

What is (or was) your father's main occupation?
0 professional (doctor, lawyer, etc.)
teacher, etc.)
1
other professional (nurse, social worker,
businessman, etc.
manager, proprietor, administrator,
sales
secretary, clerical,
3
technician, craftsman

—

semi-skilled

— house husband

€)

,

un-skilled
9

— other

I

———
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4—
57.

What is (or was) your mother's main occupation?
0 profesaional (doctor, Lawyer, etc.)
1
other professional (nurse, teacher, social worker, etc.)
2
manager, proprietor, administrator, businesswoman, etc.
5

— secretary,

clerical, sales
technician, craftswoman

semi-Bkillod, unskilled

5

—housewife

6

1—other
—
Who 3—
influenced
7

5fl.

0

you the most as a child?

father

mother
a grandparent, aunt or uncle
3
a brother or sister
4— an uru'elated friend or guardian

1

2

—

59.

0—

While you were growing up, how consistent was your father's
behavior toward you?
0 very inconsistent, never knew what to expect
‘

somewhat Inoonclstant, often surprisod
pretty consistent, usually knew what to expect
very consistent, always knew what to expect

2

—

60.

A
not applicable
While you were growing up, how consistent was your mother's
behavior toward you?
0 very inconaistant

—

‘1— eomewliat inconaiatent
pretty consistent
2

very consistent

3

- not applicable

61.

While you were growing up, how much friction was there
between your father and mother?
none at all
1

2
^

—

very little
as much as most people
more than most

— constant
5

friction

not applicable

PAKENT-CHILD RELmATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE

11

Marvin Siegelnnan and Anne Roe

NAME

(or) ID

Middle

First

AGE

NUMBER

East

TODAY'S DATE

SEX
(Nearest Year)

(Write

M

or F)

DAUGHTER - MOTHER
Here are SO statements which describe diiferent ways

Read each statement carefully and

their daughters.

your mother acted while you were growing up.
before you were

that

how well

think

<

TRUE; TENDED

line that indicates

how true you

For example,
were

late for

if

your

to be

These are labelled

UNTRUE; VERY UNTRUE.

think each statement

memory

is that

was

of

VERY TRUE;

Put an X on the

your mother.

your mother always objected

if

you

meals, you would mark the item as follows;

TENDED
VERY
TRUE

My mother
1 .

describes how

12.

After each statement there. are four lines.
to be

it

Think especially about the time

•

TENDED

mothers act towards

objected when

1

was

late for

TENDED

to be

to be

TRUE

UNTRUE

meals.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE

VERY
UNTRUE

PCH QUKSTIONNAIUE

II

DAUGHTER -MOTHER

TENDED
VERY
TRUE

My mother
1.

2.

made me

leel

punished

iite

miibchaved
do

hard enough when 1
make sure I would not

4.

waa too busy

b.

set

6.

made me

7.

made

d.

relaxed rules and regulations as a
reward.

9.

(lid

I

1.

12.

to

answer my questions.

very few rules for me.
feel

what

I

was important.

did

clear that she waa boss.

it

not spend any

than she had
let

UNTRUE

to

spoiled me.

10.

to be

TRUE

wanted and needed.

i.

me dress

mure time

with

me

to.

in

any way

talked to me in a
affectionate way.
slappec* or struck

warm

pleased.

1

and

me when

I

behaved

badly.

me

excel in everything

13.

pushed

14.

paid no attention to what
in school.

15.

could not bring herself

16.

tried to help
upset.

17.

gave

lb.

let

19 .

inade

me

teel she did not love

more

if

misbehaved.

me when

1

I

to

I

did.

waa doing
punish me.

waa scared or

extra chores as punishment.

me

me

to

stay up later aa a reward.

1

TENDED

to be

again.

it

2

me any

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE

VERY
UNTRUE
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FCR QUHSTIONNAIRE

DA UGIITEH MO rilER

II

-

TENDED

21.

VERY
TRUE

My mother
*•0*

mo

let

off

easy when

I

to

TRUE

did :ioinothijig

wrung.
reupcctod cny point of view and
to expreea It.

encouraged me
22.

negged or scolded

23.

rewarded mo by

my

me when

letting

mo

I

was bad.

off

some

of

regular chorea.

24.

did not take mo into consideration in
making plans.

25.

let

26.

made me

27.

demanded unquestioning respect.

2d.

did not want me to play rough outdoor
games for fear I might be hurt.

29.

wont out of her way

30.

let

31.

reasoned with me and explained the
possible harmful consequences when
did wrong things.

32.

me

me

eat what

I

wanted

feel proud

do as

I

1

to hurt

did well.

my

feelings.

liked after school.

me how ashamed

told

to.

when

she was

when

1

I

misbehaved.
33.

me candy or ice
favorite foods for

gave

cream or

my

me

made fun

34.

ridiculed and

35.

did not object to

my

of

fixed
as a reyard.

me.

loafing or

daydreaming.
36.

tried to help

me

learn

to live

comfortably with myself.
37.

be

punished me by being more strict
about rules and regulations.

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE

TENDED
to be

UNTRUE

VERY
UNTRUE

I

PCK QUESTlONNAlKt:

II

DAUGMTEU-MOTHEU
TENDEO
VEUY
TRUE

My mother
IS.

(jdve

me

complained about mo.

90.

did not object

41.

made

4.;.

expected prompt and unquestioning
obedience.

41.

when

easy for

I

me

was

late for

UNTRUE

VERY
UNTRUE

meals.

to confide in her.

my

allowance.

4^.

paid no attention to me.

45.

was easy with me.

4b.

said nice things about me.

4

kept the housq in order by having a
lot of rules and regulations for me.

.

to be

TRUE

rewarded me by giving mo money or
increasing

1

TENDED

to be

special attention as a reward.

19.

It

4

id.

gave me new things as a reward, such
as toys.

49.

did not try to help

50.

did nut bother
rules.

END.

Comments

(if

me

learn things.

much about enforcing

PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE ANSWERED EVERY QUESTION.
any):

Sliort

Form

Revision, January,

1973

77
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rca QKCiTIONNAIRE II

IHUB

TIiNDED

TENDED

to

to b«

VElCr

UNTBUE

UNTRUE

b*|

TRUE

KATllUUOAUUUTEa

Hy fathor
1.

2.

was gonuinely Intarestod to
my

Apuolshad ou
jZ hewed
' again

3«

haxxl

enough when I nlcbo-

to mtka aure I trould not do It

spoiled me
let me knovr I was not wanted

set very few rules for me
dlacusaed what vas good about my bo'>
hevlor and helped to make olear tlte
desirable consequences of ny aotlona

made It olear that ho was boss
relaxed rules and regulations as a
reward
was too busy to axiswer

questions

gave me as much freedom as I wanted

made me feel wanted and needed

never let me get
e rule

with breeldag

awaiy

rewarded me by letting me off sons of

aj regular chorea
did not spend aqy mors time with me
than he had to
1st me off easy when 1 did somothlng
wrong
<

•

'

made me feel what I did was Important
epanked or whipped me as punishment
gave me candy or loe cream as a reward

did not take me into consideration In
making plane

1

i7y

PCR QUhSTIONNAXflE II

TEMDED

TENDED

'/EHI

to ba

to be

iROE

TRUE

UNTRUE

— — —
— — —
— —
— — —
— — —
— — —
— — —
— — —
— — —
— — —
— — —
— — —
— — —
— — —
— — —
— — —
— — —

/AIUEH-DAUCaraiR

VERT
UNTRUE

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

father
20,

did not want mu to play romjh outojor
ganea for fear I might ba hurt

21

talked to mo In a uarm and affaotlonata way

•

22,

dumanded unquaatlonlng respect

23,

nada others give in to

2U.

ridiculed and made fun of ma

2^.

let ma stay up as lata as I

26,

triad to holp ma when I was soared
or upset

27,

punlahad ma by sanding ma out of tha
room or to bod

26,

gave me special attention as a reward

29,

acted as If I did not exist

30,

let ma do pretty much what I wanted
to do

31

respected iqy point of view and an- /
couragad ma to express It
/

•

32,

33 •

uva

Ukad

punlahad ma by being more strict about
rules and regulations
let me go to parties or play vdth others
usu^ as a reward

more than
3U,

complained about ma

3$«

did not object to
dreaming

36,

tried to help ma Isam to live comfortably with myself

37

/

vsy

loafing or day-

wanted to have complete control over

my aotlons
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PGR QUESTIONMAIRR II

VERI
THUS

TERDEU

TENDED

to b«

to ba
UNTRUli

TRUE

—

VERT
UNTRUE

—

-

—

—

KATHER-DAUGHTER

My father
38 .

roiranlad co by giving dm nioQay or
Inoreaalng my allouanca

39*

Ignored ms as long as 1 did not do
anything to diaturh him

did not objaot when I was late for
meals
•

encouraged me to bring friends hone
and tried to make things pleasant
for them

U2 .

taught me that he knew beat and that
I must accept his deolalons

U3*

wanted me to have at least as large
an allowance as iqy friends

liU*

did not try to help me learn things
UBS easy with ms

I

46 .

made It easy for me to confide in him

kit

expected prompt and unquestioning
obsdlenca

US.

gave me new things as a reward, such
as toys

U9<

believed a child shoxild be seen aol
not heard

50>

did not bother much about enforcing
ruins

181

2

PCR Quest lONNA IRE

n

FAThER-SQK

Wy fathar
1,

wea ^anulnaly Intjiuatad In my aFrairs.

2»

punlehad ma hard unouQh uhen I nilabaheuad to
make auct 1 would not do It a^in.

9.

triad to gat ma auurythlng

Record your answera on the
purple sheet aa follows:

0:

wantad.

1

4.

lat ma know

5.

1st ma upend my alluuenca any way

6»

mads ms Feel wtat

7.

took away my toye and playthings when

S*

spoilsd ma.

1

waa not wentad.

I

1

llkad.

did was Important*
I

was

b<td.

VERY TRUE
was too busy to answar my qusstlons.

1;

2;

5;

10.

sat very Few rules For ma.

11.

mads ma Fael nionted and nsadad.

12.

mads It clear that ha was boss.

13.

gaus me new bouks or records as rewards.

14.

did not spend any mors time with me than he
had to.

15.

gave ma as much

F

16.

talked to mo in

a

17.

would not lat me ploy with other children
ahan 1 was bod.

IS.

praised ms baFore my playmates.

19.

paid no ettentian to what

20.

lat ms oFF tacy when

21.

triad to Kcia

22.

spanked or khlppod ma as punishment.

TtHDED TO BE TRUE

TENDED TO BE UUTRUE

VERY UNTRUE

cia

raedom as

I

wanted.

warn and sFFectlanata way,

when

I

was doing in schonl,

did somsthlng wrong.

I

1

waa scarad or upsut.

MCH QUEST IONI'JmIWC

Pty

father

3:

did not take me Into cone loeretlon
plane.

nek

Ir

.1

U

ijBue me a choice of uhat to do wheneuHr
wee poaalble.

respected my paint of view and encour-icml
to express IIU

27,

frlghtnnec or threotened me when

211,

mede others glue In to me,

29.

complained aCiouL me.

30,

let me do pretty much whet

31.

niede

32.

demended unquestioning raxpwCt.

33,

gave me speciol attention

34 .

old not try to help me lecrn tnlncs,

35,

did not tell me what time to ha homi*
want out.

36,

rcoeonod with mo and expleined posuit
did wrong.
consequences whan

TIMDED TO BE TRUE

TOiDED TO BE UNTRUE

UNTRUE

>"«

2b.

VERY TRUE

VEIJY

ruweri.

24.

21).

2:

Ice ccuem ae e

9 et/a

pui-ple sheet as follows;

1:

candy or

2^a

Record your answers on the

0:

FATriCR-SUN

11

i

>>

did wro'-c

'

me feel proud when

1

I

wanted to

in,

oin well.

af

a

rewai

-

.

),r

er

Ir lar

I

— —
-

..

37.

punlsnod me by being more strict
and requlutions.

38.

hugged me, klsee^ me, patten

39.

ignored me ee long ea
disturb him.

cQ.

did rot oliject when

41.

42.

I

1

rul-

arioi.t

wnen

did not do

was lute for

e'

was

1

vthir.-

nui.'.

s.

*itn ms
wee willing to discuss cBcnlatioo!.
t inn
took my point of view Intn cpnsldntr
them,
making

taught me that he knew best and thal
accapt his decisions.

1

m

1

.-

aUCSTlONNAOrtt 11

fATntH-bON

father
43.

ge^e m, ne. thlnga

44.

paid no attention to m*.

Record your anawera on the

45.

uea easy ulth me.

purple sheet as follows:

46.

made It eaay for me to confioe
In him.

47.

-apacted prompt end unque.tloning
ocedlencc.

40.

hated to refuae me anything.

49«

avoided my company,

50.

did not bother much about enforcing
rules.

0;

VERY TRUE

BE TRUE

1;

TENDED

2:

TENDED TO BE UNTRUE

3:

VERY UNTRUE

.TO

a

regard, socn oa toys

184

PCR QUtaTIONIlAIRfi II

MDTH£R-SOM

My oDther
1«

was genolnaly Intereatod tn my a/falra

2.

punished me hard enough when I misbehaved to make sura I would not do it
again

3«

relaxed nilea and regulations as a
reward

U«

was too busy to answer

Record your answers on the
purple sheet as follows;

0:'-VERY TRUE

vay

questions

let me spend my allowaiusa any way I
liked
1;

TEUDED TO BE TRUE

2:

TEUDED TO BE UNTRUE

5:

6.

made me feel wanted and needed

7<

took away my toys and playthings when
I was bad

0.

was very oorsful about pxvteotlng me
from accidents

9«

did not spend any more time with me
than she had to

10.

set very few rules for me

11

talked to me In a warm and affeotlonata way

VERY UNTRUE

*

.

12.

made It clear that she was boss

13.

gave ms new books or records as rewards

lit.

did not consider me when making plans

could not bring herself to punish ms
16.

praised me whan I deserved it

17.

slapped or sti^k me when I behaved
badly

16.

would not let other children tease
or bully ms

MOTliEH-SON

PCR (JUESHONNAIftE II

mother

Hecord your uiiswera on thu

purple sheet as follows:

.

out of her wo/ to hurt my
foelinga

19.

viant

20.

let mo off easy uhou I did something
wrong

21

tried to help me whan I wad scared

.

or upset
0;

Vmi

1;

TQ1DED TO BE TRUE

2;

3:

THUE

22.

would not let me play with other
children whan I vtas bad

23.

praised me before my playmataa

2li«

ridiculed and mods fun of ms

25.

let me do as I lliced with my time
after school

26.

respeoted my point of view and enQoureged me to express It

27.
33,

demanded unquestioning respeot

20.

did not want me to play rough outdoor games for fear X might be hurt

29 •

oomplolnad about me

30.

did not tell me whet tine to be homa
whan 1 went out

TQ1DED TO BE UNTRUE

VEHY UNTRUE

31

.

32.

reasoned with mo and explained possible harmful oonaequencea whan I
misbehaved

punished me by being more strict
about rules and regulations
rewarded me by giving mo money or
Inoreoslng my allowance

3U.

paid no attention to me

)5.

did not object when I tms late for
meals

PC 8 QUJSTIONNiVlHS II

MOTlliUt-SOW

D

mothor
tried to I'.ilp ne la am to live
ooaifortat.y with myaelf

would net let me question har
reasonlxii^

Record your uaiswars oa the
'

38.

purple sheet aa followa:

hugged mo hlaaad me
I wua good
.

,

petted

laa

when

na long aa I did not do
Ignored
anything to diaturb her
1*

0.

1*1 .

0:

VERY TRUE

1;

TEHUED TO BE TRUE

1*2.

1*3.

2:

TENDED TO BE UNTRUE
1*1*.

3r-

VERY UNTRUE

1*5.

wua oaey with me
was willing to dlacuaa regulations
with me and took my point of view
into consideration In making them

wanted to have complete control over
my actiona
gave me new things ae a reward, auch
aa toys

thought it waa bad for a child to be
given afidction and tendemeaa
did not bother much about enforcing
ruleo

1*6.

sold nloo things about

1*7.

axpooted prompt and unquestioning
obadienoo

1*6.

1*9,

50.

nut

waa particular about who ay frlenda
were

did not try to help mo

loam

things

did lUDt check up on whether I did
my homework

APPENDIX C

Criteria for Determining Parental
Relationship Type

187

:

188

A parental relationship was considered to have

been essentially equalitarian along the dimensions of

consistency of parental beliavior, education, occupation,
and decision making power if the adolescent respondent

answered the following background questions in the manner
indicated

Question 53: How are ma.jor family decisions
made?

Response

2

(father and mother make them, however

make
in different areas) or response 3 (father and mother

them together) had to have been chosen.

These two questions re-

Questions 54 and 55.

spouse.
ferred to the educational level achieved by each
have reached
To meet this criterion, the spouses had to

the same educational level.

Questions 56 and 57

These two questions re-

.

the spouses
ferred to the occupational level at which
had
To meet this criterion, the spouses
were working.
jobs.
to have been working at comparable

Questions 59 and 60

.

These questions referred

behavior.
to the consistency of parental

To meet this

have been rated at the same
criterion, the parents had to
level of consistency.

